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I.  Introduction 
 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) prepared this Annual Report for interested parties in 
accordance with reporting recommendations of the Biological Opinion on the Operation of the Missouri 
River Main Stem System (System), Operation and Maintenance of the Missouri River Bank Stabilization 
and Navigation Project and Operation of the Kansas River Reservoir System, prepared by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS), dated November 30, 2000, and the Amendment thereto, dated December 16, 
2003 (BiOp).  This annual report also documents the Corps’ activities implemented under the Missouri 
River Bank Stabilization and Navigation Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Project, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and 
Missouri (Mitigation Project).  Congress first authorized construction of the Mitigation Project in Section 
601(a) of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) of 1986 (Public Law 99-662). Section 334(a) of 
WRDA 1999 (Public Law 106-53) modified the Mitigation Project by increasing the amount of acreage to 
be acquired and/or mitigated.  The total amount of land authorized for mitigation is currently 166,750 acres.  
Section 3176(a) of WRDA 2007 further amended Sec 601(a), which allowed funds made available for 
recovery or mitigation activities in the lower basin of the Missouri River to be used for recovery or 
mitigation activities in the upper basin of the Missouri River, including the states of Montana, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, and South Dakota.  
 
This Annual Report documents Corps activities and progress in implementation of the elements of the 
Reasonable and Prudent Alternative (RPA), Reasonable and Prudent Measures (RPM), and Conservation 
Recommendations outlined in the BiOp for the federally listed threatened and endangered species on the 
Missouri River and activities implemented under the combined Missouri River Recovery Program (MRRP) 
and Mitigation Project for calendar year (CY) 2009.  Only those items that were ongoing in CY 2009 or 
have been accelerated in the BiOp schedule are included in this Annual Report.  Activities described in this 
Annual Report are summarized below.  More detailed descriptions of these activities are provided in this 
report in the sections identified below.  
 
Section II - Habitat Creation:  This section describes efforts involved with emergent sandbar habitat 
(ESH) creation and shallow water habitat (SWH) creation along the Missouri River during 2009.  
 
Section III – Flow Modifications:  This section describes implementation of the Gavins Point Dam Spring 
Pulse, Fort Peck Flow Modification, Unbalanced Intrasystem Regulation, and work accomplished on 
sediment studies during 2009.  
 
Section IV – Science:  This section describes the science-related activities on the Missouri River 
ecosystem and the native species, with the focus on the federally listed pallid sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus 
albus), least tern – interior population (Sterna antillarum), and piping plover (Charadrius melodus) and on 
the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus).  A description of Adaptive Management is provided first 
followed by a summary of science-related activities for the pallid sturgeon, least tern, piping plover, and 
bald eagle.  
 
Section V – Public Involvement and Communications:  This section provides information on efforts 
associated with the Missouri River Recovery Implementation Committee (MRRIC), the Information and 
Data Advisory Team (IDA Team), the Enterprise Geographic Information Systems (eGIS), and the 
Communications Plan. 
 
Three appendices are included with this Annual Report.  Appendix A is an update to the Gap Analysis 
completed in 2007 on progress towards meeting the many requirements of the BiOp.  Appendix B is a 
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summary of the 2009 activities accomplished for the Missouri River Ecosystem Restoration Plan.  
Appendix C is a listing of all of the land acquisitions completed for the Mitigation Project and MRRP.   
 
 
II.  Habitat Creation 
 
The BiOp called for two major categories of habitat creation emergent sandbar habitat (ESH), which serves 
as the primary nesting and foraging areas of the least terns and piping plovers and shallow water habitat 
(SWH), which is recognized as a highly underrepresented aquatic habitat that was characteristic of the 
historic Missouri River and beneficial to pallid sturgeon.  See Figure 1for a map showing the distribution of 
all SWH and ESH projects.   
 
II.A.  Emergent Sandbar Habitat Creation Activities 
 
II.A.1.  Vegetation Removal Projects 
 
Since bare sand habitat is needed by the birds for nesting and foraging, one option to enhance habitat is to 
remove vegetation that has encroached on existing bars.  Current efforts are focused on testing various 
methods and combinations of mowing and chemical treatment options to identify a successful option for 
wide-scale application.  The multi-agency Vegetation Management Product Delivery Team (PDT) made 
the decision in 2008 to wait for the results of the vegetation modification study before performing any 
additional vegetation management actions.  The vegetation modification study will not be completed until 
the fall of 2010; therefore, no stand-alone vegetation control projects were conducted in 2009.  Photograph 
1 shows some of the tests plots for which documentation of effects will be provided in the vegetation 
modification study report. 
 
 
Figure 1.  Distribution of all SWH and ESH projects on the Missouri River. 
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Photograph 1.  September 2009 photograph of vegetation modification test plots at RM 802.  Photograph 
by Galen Jons. 
 
 
II.A.2.  Dredge and Mechanical Construction Projects 
 
Three ESH complexes totaling 137 acres were awarded within the 59-mile reach of the Missouri National 
Recreational River and on Lewis and Clark Lake during fiscal year (FY) 2009.  These sites were located at 
RM 781.0, RM 781.4 and RM 842.0.  See Figure 2 for a location of ESH projects. 
 
River Mile (RM) 781:  Approximate sandbar size:  40 acres (four 10-acre sandbars).  This site is located in 
Clay County, South Dakota and Dixon County, Nebraska within the 59-mile reach of the Missouri National 
Recreational River (MNRR).  The pre-construction site consisted of a large, partially vegetated sandbar.  
Construction involved removing dead vegetation (aerially sprayed with herbicide earlier in the season) and 
placement of fill atop the existing bar and the adjacent submerged sandbars to create a complex of small 
sandbars.  A 9-acre staging area was located on the right descending bank on the Nebraska side of the river. 
 
Construction required approximately 150,000 cubic yards of sand to create a 40-acre sandbar complex, as 
measured at the 20 thousand cubic feet per second (kcfs)-river stage, with the top elevation built to the 50-
kcfs level.  A 9.5-acre backwater was excavated on the northern edge of the construction area to create a 
boundary between the restored sandbars and vegetation on the existing sandbar that could harbor predators.  
To ensure separation of the sandbars in the complex, a 100-foot-wide channel was excavated among the 
new sandbars with a bottom elevation of 1216.8 feet mean sea level (ft msl), approximately 2 feet lower 
than the 20-kcfs elevation at this location.   The 60,000 cubic yards of excavation material removed to form 
the backwater was used to partially construct the adjacent sandbars.  Photograph 2 shows the site prior to 
the initiation of construction. 
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Figure 2.  Location of ESH projects awarded in 2009. 
 
 
 RM 781.4:  Approximate sandbar size: 60 acres.  This project is located in Clay County, South Dakota and 
Dixon County, Nebraska within the 59-mile reach of the MNRR.  Prior to construction, the site consisted of 
a large sandbar with pockets of vegetation and several submerged sandbars.  Construction involved 
vegetation removal from the existing sandbar and placement of fill atop the bar and adjacent submerged 
sandbars to create a complex of one large and several small sandbars.  Multi-agency discussions previously 
recommended complexes of smaller bars versus one large bar to provide increased edge habitat for 
foraging.  The smaller bar size also contributes to constructability in one season.   
 
The project required approximately 150,000 cubic yards of sand to create 20 acres of sandbar (two 10-acre 
bars, at the 20-kcfs river stage), with the top elevation built to the 50-kcfs level.  Three chutes were 
excavated at the upstream end of the island complex to the 20-kcfs elevation of 1130 ft msl.  Material from 
this excavation was used to raise the surrounding 40 acres by 1 foot so that the total new available habitat 
was 60 acres.  This project and the project at RM 781.0 were staged from the same 9-acre area on the right 
descending bank on the Nebraska side of the river.  Photograph 3 shows the existing sandbar with the 
dredge initiating pumping of sand just downstream. 
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Photograph 2.  September 2009 photograph of the existing sandbar and downstream dredge as it was 
beginning to pump material at RM 781.  Photograph by Galen Jons. 
 
 
 
Photograph 3.  September 2009 photograph of the sandbar at RM 781.4 after vegetation removal but prior 
to construction in the fall of 2009.  Photograph by Galen Jons 
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RM 842:  Approximate sandbar size: 37 acres.  The contract to construct this sandbar complex was 
awarded in September 2009 and requires construction be complete by December 2010.  Contractor plans 
are to mobilize some equipment to the staging area prior to December 2009 and commence work in the 
spring of 2010.  The project area lies in Bon Homme County, South Dakota and Knox County, Nebraska 
and will be the first sandbar created within the Lewis and Clark Lake delta.  This site has a history of being 
heavily used by both piping plovers and least terns, particularly during the 1998-2000 nesting seasons.  It 
consists of a complex of mostly exposed sandbars that have become vegetated and less used by the birds.  
Aerial application of herbicide took place in the latter part of the summer of 2009.  This project is being 
staged from a 5-acre site on the right descending bank on the Nebraska side of the reservoir.  Photograph 4 
shows the site selected for this project.  
 
   
Photograph 4.  Photograph of RM 842 in September 2009 after herbicide application but prior to 
construction.  Photograph by Galen Jons. 
 
 
II.A.3.  Coordination for Future Projects 
 
A Nebraska/South Dakota ESH multi-agency PDT meeting was held April 13-15, 2009 in Yankton, South 
Dakota.  Representatives from the USFWS, the National Park Service (NPS), and the Nebraska Game and 
Parks Commission (NGPC) attended the meeting.  The afternoon of the first day hosted speakers from the 
March 23-27, 2009 Missouri River Natural Resources Committee Conference and Biological Opinion 
Forum (MRNRC Conference and BiOP Forum) held in Billings, Montana.  Many people could not attend 
the MRNRC Conference and BiOP Forum because of space availability and wintery conditions.  Least tern, 
piping plover, and ESH-related topics from the MRNRC Conference and BiOP Forum were presented and 
discussed at the ESH PDT meeting.  On the second day, talks were given on least tern and piping plover 
monitoring, ESH construction, Water Management, Vegetation Modification Study, Annual Work Plan, 
ESH Ranking and Evaluation System (ESHER), and the Predator Management Plan.  On the final day, 
presentations were given on the Missouri River Ecosystem Restoration Program (MRERP), Adaptive 
Management (AM), and status of the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS).  A virtual 
tour of the river was also conducted to identify potential habitat creation sites for upcoming years.   
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The North Dakota ESH multi-agency PDT meeting was held on August 12-13, 2009 in Bismarck, North 
Dakota.  Participants included the USFWS, North Dakota Water Commission (NDWC), and the North 
Dakota Department of Game and Fish (NDGF).   The first day of the meeting was spent discussing topics 
similar to the Nebraska/South Dakota PDT meeting, and a boat tour of several proposed ESH sites was held 
on the second day.   
 
On October 13, 2009, a briefing was conducted with members of the North Dakota Joint Water Board in 
Bismarck along with USFWS, NDWC, NDGF, Corps Regulatory Office, and Corps Garrison and Oahe 
Projects personnel.  The purpose of the meeting was to brief the North Dakota Joint Water Board on 
proposed FY 2010 ESH activities, to get its feedback, and to answer any questions the members had.   
 
Meetings were held throughout the spring and summer of 2009 on the ESHER spatial decision support 
system (SDSS) to evaluate potential ESH restoration opportunities on the Missouri River.  The system was 
designed by Jeff Lin of the Corps’ Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) and Tim Fleeger 
of the Omaha District’s Planning Branch.  The SDSS is a Geographic Information System (GIS)-based 
method that works by overlaying multiple, scaled and spatially explicit variables (represented as GIS 
layers) to come up with a functional score, or rating, for all sites of interest within a study area.  Multiple 
agencies were involved in decisions on various components of ESHER, which will be used to screen and 
prioritize all future ESH sites.  
 
II.A.4  Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
 
Work continued on the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) that is being prepared to 
address the mechanical creation of ESH on the Missouri River in Nebraska and South Dakota.  Activities in 
2009 were dominated by completing quality control and quality assurance reviews as detailed below. 
 
After receiving a preliminary Draft PEIS (900-page document) in September 2008, the Omaha District 
revised the preliminary Draft PEIS and internal work products for the PEIS, such as the Executive 
Summary and the Real Estate, Monitoring, and Adaptive Management Appendices, which were completed 
for an internal Omaha District Quality Control (DQC) review on May 1, 2009.  The technical appendix 
analyzing bird use, density, and distribution information, Appendix B, was concurrently sent to the Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) for review.  PNNL comments on Appendix B were received on 
April 27, 2009. 
 
DQC comments were received and incorporated into the revised preliminary drafts of the Executive 
Summary, Draft PEIS, and its appendices (except Appendix B) in the spring and summer of 2009.  
Changes were not made to Appendix B at this time because a separate contract for this revision had to be 
developed.  A revised preliminary Draft PEIS and its appendices went to Agency Technical Review (ATR) 
on August 28, 2009.  ATR comments were received on September 25, 2009.  The documents were back-
checked by the ATR team by November 24, 2009, and ATR certification was received the week of 
December 7, 2009.  
 
The contract for editing Appendix B was re-initiated on September 25, 2009.  The contractor was provided 
DQC, PNNL, and ATR comments.  A categorization summary spreadsheet was provided by the contractor 
on October 26, 2009.  A comment resolution meeting regarding changes to Appendix B was held between 
the contractor and staff from the Omaha District on November 9-10, 2009.  An edited Appendix B was 
received December 2, 2009.  An editing resolution meeting was held between the contractor and staff from 
the Omaha District on December 8, 2009.  The revised preliminary draft Appendix B was provided to the 
Corps on December 18, 2009. 
 
The entire preliminary Draft PEIS, including the Executive Summary and all appendices, with changes 
reflecting all of the review comments to date was provided for Independent External Peer Review (IEPR) 
on December 21, 2009.   It is anticipated that the revised documents will complete IEPR in March 2010.  A 
Cooperating Agency (CA) review of further revised documents will occur in the spring of 2010, followed 
by public review of the Draft PEIS, its Executive Summary, and its appendices in the summer of 2010.  A 
Final PEIS and Record of Decision (ROD) are expected in late 2010.   
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II.A.5.  Missouri River Emergent Sandbar Habitat Evaluation 
 
In 2009, the Corps continued to monitor and evaluate constructed sandbar habitat complexes to determine 
if the physical and biological requirements of least terns and piping plovers are being met.  The Habitat 
Evaluation PDT met prior to the field season and discussed changes that were incorporated into the 2009 
Annual Work Plan.  Changes include an increase in the number of points sampled from 30 to 50 points per 
segment and the addition of variables identifying dominant species for each of the three vegetation types 
and visual cover of these species.  The goals and objectives for the 2009 Habitat Evaluation were the same 
as in 2007 and 2008 and are reiterated below. 
 
Goal: 
To determine if managed emergent sandbar habitat is providing suitable habitat features for 
nesting and foraging least terns and piping plovers, while not being deleterious to other ecosystem 
functions or social values. 
 
Objectives: 
1) Evaluate the effects of Emergent Sandbar Habitat projects on nesting and foraging habitat and 
productivity of least terns and piping plovers. 
2) Identify potential important collateral effects of Emergent Sandbar Habitat projects on other 
ecosystem attributes or social values. 
3) Examine linkages between habitat features and productivity in relation to Emergent Sandbar 
Habitat projects to provide guidance for future project planning and design. 
 
Extent of Sampling:  Sampling locations were selected based on the best available current information on 
locations of previously constructed ESH projects and locations where ESH projects are likely to be 
implemented after the 2009 nesting season.  In accordance with the ESH Monitoring Plan (Sherfy et al. 
2008), the sampling units for ESH were 0.4-river-mile reaches on three ESH Segments.   Sampling reaches 
were selected by scientists at the U.S. Geological Survey Northern Plains Water Research Center (USGS-
NPWRC), based on a suite of variables identified in the ESH Monitoring Plan.  Four reaches were 
originally selected for sampling on the Fort Randall River Segment, 10 on the Lewis and Clark Lake 
Segment, and 48 on the Gavins Point River Segment.  Due to high flows out of Fort Randall and Gavins 
Point Dams, only 3 reaches were sampled on the Fort Randall Segment, 6 reaches on Lewis and Clark Lake 
Segment, and 41 reaches on the Gavins Point River Segment.  Fifty points were sampled within each 
sampling reach and invertebrate sampling occurred at a minimum of five points within each sampling 
reach.  A total of 3844 points were sampled and invertebrate data were collected at 305 of these points. 
    
Analysis:  Analysis of the 2006 through 2009 data will be conducted by the USGS-NPWRC and completed 
by late February 2010.  Two publications are anticipated to be submitted to peer-reviewed journals by May 
2010.  Paper topics will cover: 1) How the quality of nesting habitat compares among sampling reaches 
containing created, modified, and natural sandbars; 2) How the foraging habitat compares among sampling 
reaches containing created, modified, and natural sandbars; 3) What differences occur in response to 
modification projects over time; and 4) The quality of habitat that occurs on the sampled Missouri River 
Segments. 
 
II.B.  Shallow Water Habitat Creation Activities  
 
The Omaha District constructed a total of five SWH projects in FY 2009 producing a combined SWH 
acreage of 174 acres.  These included Tyson Bend Backwater, Bullard Bend Backwater, River Control 
Structure Modifications; Middle Decatur Chute, and Plattsmouth Backwater, Phase II.  Construction was 
started on two more SWH projects (Boyer Bend Backwater/Lower Calhoun Chute, and Fawn Island Chute) 
in FY 2009 that will eventually produce a combined total of 65 acres of SWH.  In addition, planning and 
design proceeded with the following projects:  Three Rivers/Little Sioux Bend, Tobacco Island Chute 
Modification, Sandy Point, Backwater Connection Modifications and River Structure Modifications.   
 
The Kansas City District created 50 acres of  SWH by modifying river structures.  In FY 2009, SWH 
creation was hampered by a moratorium enacted to address concerns of the Missouri Clean Water 
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Commission.  Planning and design proceeded with two projects:  Dalbey and Benedictine Bottoms.  See 
Figure 3 for a map of SWH habitat projects. 
 
 
Figure 3.  SWH Construction and Design Projects, 2009. 
 
 
 
II.B.1.  Omaha District Design Activities  
 
Three Rivers/Little Sioux Bend:  Estimated SWH:  12 acres.  This project consists of revetment lowering 
on the left bank of the Missouri River between RM 669 and RM 670.  Learning from previous projects and 
the ongoing science on the river, a significant amount of large woody debris structures will be used on this 
project.  Also, to add diversity, the bank of the project meanders landward and riverward and has an 
undulating bottom.  The project is scheduled to be constructed in FY 2010. 
 
Tobacco Island Chute Modification:  Estimated SWH: 70 acres.  Field surveys and design analysis were 
performed on the chute at Tobacco Island.  This right-bank chute was constructed in the early 2000’s as a 
15,400-foot-long channel with an entrance near RM 589.2 and the exit near RM 586.2.  The chute was 
originally constructed with a pilot channel that employed a bottom width of 20 feet.  The chute has not 
expanded and has experienced shoaling issues.  During project construction, several issues developed that 
impacted project function.  An evaluation was conducted to compare the current chute invert to the original 
design.  Plans were developed to restore the invert elevation.  This project will be constructed during FY 
2010. 
 
Sandy Point:  Estimated SWH:  25 acres.  This project will be constructed on Corps of Engineers’ land 
that was acquired from the Papio-Missouri Natural Resources District on the right bank of the Missouri 
River near RM 657.  The project will consist of a multi-channel chute restoration employing multiple 
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“connector channels” to the Missouri River as well as between the two chutes.  Project construction is 
planned for FY 2011. 
 
Backwater Connection Modifications:  This project is a continuation of three previous projects that have 
experienced shoaling and significant sedimentation of their connections to the Missouri River; Glovers 
Point, Soldier Bend, and California Bend.   
 
River Structure Modifications:  This project consisted of modifying preselected Missouri River 
navigation structures to allow creation of SWH.  There are a number of methods employed, including dike 
notching, revetment lowering, and construction of chevrons; among others.  Similar efforts are undertaken 
annually as this is one of the methods that have proven effective for the creation of habitat on the Missouri 
River.  Construction of the project is scheduled for FY 2010. 
 
II.B.2.  Omaha District Construction Activities  
 
Tyson Bend Backwater:  Estimated SWH: 70 acres constructed, including the existing backwater, with a 
maximum future potential of 151 acres.  The Tyson Bend project provides for the construction of SWH 
within the left-bank floodplain of the Missouri River between RM 655.5 and RM 653.1.  This project 
consists of expanding the existing backwater previously constructed in 2004, constructing a new chute, and 
relocating a boat ramp.  The total chute length is 13,500 feet.  The chute exit through the existing 
backwater includes a rock separation dike and an outlet dike revision to reduce backwater sediment 
deposition.  A project construction package was prepared utilizing a base contract with two options.  The 
base contract is for the expanded backwater excavation and rock placement in the lower portion of the 
project area and was awarded in July 2008.  The first option, to construct the lower 9,234 feet of the chute, 
was awarded in November 2008.  Real estate issues prevented the award of the upper portion of the chute.  
The backwater expansion will result in approximately 28 acres additional to the original 25-acre backwater 
that was created in 2004.  Due to the side slope configuration, the maximum future SWH backwater area 
for the new site is estimated as 68 acres.  The first chute option will create an additional 12 acres of SWH, 
with a maximum potential of 29 acres.  The second chute option will create another 5 acres of SWH, with a 
maximum potential of 29 acres. 
 
Bullard Bend Backwater:  Estimated SWH: 25 acres.  This project includes a backwater connection near 
RM 663.1.  The project will consist of excavating a nearly 5,000-foot-long backwater, with a minimum 
bottom width of 50 feet and variable side slopes between 5 horizontal feet to 1 vertical foot and 10 
horizontal feet to 1 vertical foot.  The backwater will also include two over-wintering holes for fish.  In 
addition to the backwater, the Corps also assisted the land owner and the NRCS in designing two wetland 
depressions that are not connected to the backwater.  Construction of these wetlands was the responsibility 
of the land owner and the NRCS.  A total of approximately 310,000 cubic yards (cy) of material was 
removed from the backwater.  This project was completed in November 2009. 
  
River Control Structure Modifications (North and South):  Estimated SWH: 23-40 acres north of 
Omaha and 32-58 acres south of Omaha.  This work is a continuation of previous activities and consists of 
projects intended to enhance channel widening and increase in-channel SWH.  Project features include dike 
notching, dike extension, and reverse sills.  Two contract actions were included for areas north and south of 
Omaha.  The north section includes work at Lower Little Sioux, Desoto, Middle Blencoe, and Boyer 
Bends, with a total of 47 new or modified structures.  The south section includes work at Hamburg, Pin 
Hook, Nebraska, Tobacco, Rock Bluff, and Copeland Bends, with a total of 58 structures modified.  All 
options were awarded during the fall of 2008. 
 
Middle Decatur Bend Chute:  Estimated SWH: 14 acres constructed with a maximum future potential of 
20 acres.  This project is a right-bank chute from RM 688.2 to RM 687.5.  The chute length is 
approximately 4,400 feet with a bottom width of 75 feet.  The upper 3,000 feet of the chute includes a 10-
horizontal-feet-to-1-vertical-foot channel with constructed side slope and rock / woody structures to add 
diversity.  Approximately 220,000 cy of material was removed.  This project was completed in August 
2009. 
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Boyer Bend Backwater/Lower Calhoun Chute:  Estimated SWH: 52 acres.  This project is on the left 
bank from RM 637.5 to RM 634.1.  The Boyer Bend portion of the project includes a linear backwater 
parallel to the river with numerous slope variation areas.  The upstream end of the backwater area ends near 
the river but does not include a direct connection.  The Lower Calhoun Bend portion of the project consists 
of a right-bank chute about 2,800 feet in length, with the entrance near RM 637.5.  The chute includes a 
main chute with a bottom side of 80 feet and two higher-level chutes that braid through the main chute.  
Several areas with gradual side slopes are also included.  Excavation quantities are over 530,cy for the 
Boyer Bend backwater and over 120,000 cy for the Lower Calhoun Bend chute.  Construction award for 
this project occurred in December 2008. 
 
Plattsmouth Backwater, Phase II:  Estimated SWH: 25 acres.  Located at RM 592, this backwater 
connects to the previously constructed habitat features off the Plattsmouth chute and backwater within 
Shilling Wildlife Management Area.  The backwater area contains numerous slope variations with variable 
width.  Approximately 440,000 cy of material will be removed.  This project was completed in the spring 
of 2009.  
 
Fawn Island: Estimated SWH: 9 acres constructed with a maximum future potential of 13 acres.  Fawn 
Island is a left-bank chute near RM 673.6.  The project will consist of the construction of a nearly 3,000-
foot-long, 150-foot-wide chute on low ground parallel to the Missouri River.  Approximately 200,000 cy of 
material will be removed.  A small design modification is underway to include chute enhancement features 
intended to increase diversity.  Construction was awarded in the spring of 2009. 
 
II.B.3.  Kansas City District Design Activities 
 
Dalbey Bottoms:  Estimated SWH:  92 acres with a future maximum in excess of 100 acres.  The Dalbey 
Bottoms site is located on the right bank in Kansas.  It has a conceptual design for a chute that would have 
an entrance at RM 417.5 and an approximate length of 16,000 feet.  Conceptual designs for reverse sills, 
bank notches, and bank erosion would increase the SWH acreage to a total at the site in excess of 100 
acres.  
 
Benedictine Bottoms:  Estimated SHW: 14 acres with a future maximum of 36 acres.  A conceptual design 
has been developed for a chute at the Benedictine Bottoms site that is located on the right bank in Kansas.  
The chute entrance is tentatively set for RM 454, and the chute would have an approximate length of 7,700 
feet. 
 
II.B.4.  Kansas City District Construction Activities  
 
The moratorium on chute construction, enacted to address concerns of the Missouri Clean Water 
Commission, is still in effect.  Therefore, no chute development or the attendant SWH were created in 
2009.   
 
Missouri River Office River Structure Modifications:  Estimated SWH: 50 acres.  Dike notching and 
lowering were accomplished during the 2009 construction season.  The notching and lowering occurred 
between RM 0 and RM 10 and RM 350 and RM 420.  This work was constructed to maintain, improve, and 
create SWH.  A total of 40 notches were created and 30 dikes were lowered. 
 
II.B.5.  Land Acquisition Activities 
 
Land acquisition continued in 2009 for the MRRP and Mitigation Project.  Appendix C of this Annual 
Report is comprised of a spreadsheet that lists all of the acquisitions that have been accomplished for the 
combined program/project. 
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III.  Flow Modifications  
 
In December 2008, the Corps’ Missouri River Basin Water Management Division (part of the Corps’ 
Northwestern Division) prepared the Missouri River Mainstem System (System) 2008-2009 Annual 
Operating Plan (AOP), which presents information regarding the Corps’ planned regulation of the System 
through December 2009.  The information provided in the AOP is based on water management guidelines 
designed to meet the regulation objectives of the Missouri River Mainstem Reservoir System Master Water 
Control Manual (Master Manual).  The results of this flow management, with regard to compliance with 
RPA elements of the BiOp, will be described in further detail in the Missouri River Mainstem Reservoir 
System Summary of Actual 2009 Regulation report (scheduled for release in April 2010).  The System 
document, “System Description and Regulation,” published in November 2007, presents a summary of 
pertinent data and a description of the System and discusses the regulation of the System to serve the 
Congressionally-authorized project purposes.  The Missouri River Basin Water Management Division, 
located in Omaha, Nebraska, directs the regulation of the System to serve the Congressionally-authorized 
project purposes of flood control, navigation, hydropower generation, irrigation, water supply, water 
quality control, recreation, and fish and wildlife.  
 
III.A.  Spring Pulse  
 
The technical criteria presented in the Master Manual includes provisions for two ‘spring pulses’ out of 
Gavins Point Dam, one in late March and another in May.  These technical criteria also include System 
storage ‘precludes’ for each of the spring pulses to be measured on March 1 and May 1 of each year.  The 
spring pulse technical criteria, which was added to the Master Manual in 2006, sets the storage preclude at 
40 million acre-feet (MAF) for both pulses.  Additional information on the spring pulse criteria is included 
in the Master Manual or the System document, “System Description and Regulation,” published in 
November 2007, and in the annual AOPs. 
 
In 2009, System storage on March 1 was 45.4 MAF, which was above the minimum storage level of 40.0 
MAF required to conduct the March pulse.  The March spring pulse, with peak releases of 5 kcfs above 
navigation service flows minus the flow from the James River, was scheduled to coincide with the start of 
the navigation season.  However, the March pulse was not implemented in 2009 due to high downstream 
flows and the potential for additional rainfall runoff.   
 
System storage on May 1 was 53.3 MAF, well above the 40.0 MAF storage criteria.  The May spring pulse 
was initiated at noon on May 18, and it had a magnitude of 6 kcfs for 2 days.  The declining limb of the 
pulse was cut from 10 days to 8 days in an attempt to minimize the anticipated take of nesting piping 
plovers.  See Figure 4 for a hydrograph showing the ‘spring pulse’. 
 
Considerable monitoring was conducted by the Corps’ Omaha and Kansas City Districts, the USGS, 
USFWS, and state game and fish agencies to better understand the impacts of the May 2009 spring pulse 
releases and natural spring rises on the Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam to the mouth.  These 
monitoring efforts and the subsequent evaluation of the data acquired focused on impacts to native river 
fish (especially the endangered pallid sturgeon), drainage from riparian lands, and groundwater levels 
adjacent to the Missouri River.  Various reports are being, or will be, prepared presenting the findings of 
these monitoring and evaluation efforts, all of which were conducted as part of the Integrated Science 
Program of the MRRP (discussed in Section IV, Science of this report). 
 
III.B.  Fort Peck Flow Modification and Unbalanced Intrasystem Regulation  
 
The Fort Peck ‘mini-test’ and unbalancing of the upper three reservoirs were not implemented in 2009 due 
to low reservoir levels.  The unbalancing of the three reservoirs to benefit reservoir fisheries and the 
endangered least tern and threatened piping plover will be transitioned to in 2010 and then implemented 
beginning in 2011 should Median or greater runoff occur.  With regard to the Fort Peck ‘mini-test’, a 
priority for pallid sturgeon recovery has been placed on the Lower Yellowstone Project at Intake, Montana.  
The Fort Peck ‘mini-test’ and full-test flows will be deferred until the efficacy of the Lower Yellowstone 
Project has been assessed.   In the meantime, background data on native river fish, especially the pallid 
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sturgeon, are being obtained and evaluated on the river reach downstream from Fort Peck Dam (discussed 
in Section IVB.5, Fort Peck Biological Monitoring of this report). 
 
 
Figure 4.  Hydrograph Showing May 2009 Spring Pulse. 
 
 
III.C.  Sediment Studies 
 
According to the Master Manual, in its natural state, the Missouri River transported a sediment load 
averaging approximately 250 million tons per year at Hermann, Missouri, near its confluence with the 
Mississippi River.  With the construction of each of the mainstem and tributary dams, the reservoirs have 
acted as catchments for the tremendous load of sediment carried by the Missouri River and its tributaries, 
greatly reducing sediment transport through the system. 
 
The BiOp calls for some studies related to sediment evaluating ways to restore the dynamic equilibrium of 
sediment transport and associated turbidity in river reaches downstream of Fort Peck (Segment 2), Garrison 
(Segment 4), Fort Randall (Segment 8), and Gavins Point Dams (Segment 10) and stop or reverse bed 
degradation of the river.  Because of the large sediment deposition zone at the upper end of Lewis and 
Clark Lake and its proximity to Gavins Point Dam, Lewis and Clark Lake was identified as a promising 
opportunity for a pilot study.   
 
Ongoing sediments studies in 2009 included the Lewis and Clark Lake Sediment Management Study 
Update and National Academy of Sciences Sediment Study.  
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III.C.1.  Lewis and Clark Lake Sediment Management Study Update  
 
The Lewis and Clark Lake Sediment Management Study (LCLSMS) was developed to examine the 
engineering viability of moving deposited sediments from Lewis and Clark Lake into the river downstream 
of Gavins Point Dam.  In the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, the USFWS stated, “The Corps shall research 
and develop a way to restore the dynamic equilibrium of sediment transport and associated turbidity in 
river reaches downstream of Fort Peck, Garrison, Fort Randall, and Gavins Point Dams. Sediment bypass 
around large dams is feasible (Singh and Durgunoglu 1991). Bed degradation below dams and head 
cutting at the mouths of tributaries might be addressed with grade control structures. Weir notches at 
grade control structures would allow for fish passage to the tributaries. Because of the large sediment 
deposition zone at the upper end of Lewis and Clark Lake and its proximity to Gavins Point Dam, Gavins 
Point may provide the best opportunity for a pilot study.”  
 
Initial consideration of using flows through Gavins Point Dam to transport deposited sediment was not 
strongly supported.  Additional research on the Lewis and Clark Lake reach showed that there is the 
possibility of physically transporting sediments through Lewis and Clark Lake (Engineering and 
Hydrosystems, 2002).  A number of different flow and stage scenarios were suggested by this research.  
With the recommendation for a study at Gavins Point Dam by the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp and proof 
of concept provided by the 2002 Engineering and Hydrosystems’ study, the LCLSMS was initiated in 
2005.  The LCLSMS is funded by the MRRP.  
 
Project Goals:  The LCLSMS is an engineering viability study.  As defined, the study will deal only with 
the physical processes of hydraulic flow, sediment erosion, sediment transport, and sediment deposition. 
Environmental, economic, political, and quality of life issues are not considered in the scope of this study.  
The project goals, as stated in the LCLSMS draft Project Management Plan (PMP), are:  
• Determine the hydraulic capacity to transport sediment in and below Lewis and Clark Lake.  
• Develop estimated final reservoir geometries as a result of flow alternatives.  
• Determine downstream sediment transport capacity and possible deposition zones.  
• Develop a test flow to mimic the hydraulic alternative most likely to result in the desired outcome.  
• Protect existing project infrastructure.  
 
Timeline:  The LCLSMS began with the development of the study plan and scope of work for modifying 
GSTARS3 by the Colorado State University, Hydroscience and Training Center (HTC) in 2005.  Award of 
the work to develop GSTARS3-HTC signaled the beginning of the study in late 2005.  The current 
schedule expects to see the completed project by the summer of 2010.  
 
The LCLSMS was broken down into seven phases. These phases are:  
• Phase 1: Modification of the GSTARS3-HTC reservoir sediment transport model to allow for an 
unsteady-state flow analysis.  
• Phase 2: Collection of river and reservoir geometry and sediment samples between Fort Randall 
Dam and Sioux City.  Agency workshop and public meeting to gather input on developing 
alternatives.  
• Phase 3: Verification of the GSTARS3-HTC model.  
• Phase 4: Development and analysis of alternatives using the GSTARS3-HTC model from Fort 
Randall Dam to Gavins Point Dam.  
• Phase 5: Development of a HEC-RAS v.4 downstream computer model from Gavins Point Dam to 
Sioux City.  
• Phase 6: Implementation of the HEC-RAS v.4 model using output files from the GSTARS3-HTC 
model.  
• Phase 7: Completion of the LCLSMS and recommendation of an alternative for possible further 
testing.  A public/agency meeting will be held to disseminate results during this phase, initially 
scheduled for the summer of 2009.  
 
During 2009, phase 3 was completed, phase 4 alternatives’ development and analysis began, and phase 5 
model development and calibration started.  
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Through discussion between the Corps’ contractor and staff at Colorado State University, new sediment 
flushing survey datasets were discovered.  These datasets are being collected on water storage reservoirs in 
China that were surveyed pre- and post-flush to record changes in reservoir storage and downstream 
deposition.  In an attempt to produce a reservoir model with the least uncertainty possible, the study 
schedule was modified to include an 8-month extension for additional modeling with these new datasets.  
These additional data are specifically from a set of reservoir flushes on the Xiaolangdi Reservoir in China.  
During the summer and fall of 2009, the GSTARS3-HTC model was tested with these data to ensure that 
the model accurately replicated the changes in reservoir geometry and sediment delivery due to annual 
flushing events.  The results of this testing indicate that the model created a sufficient replication of the 
empirical data.  
 
The contractor is currently developing the initial runs for the phase 4 alternatives.  In addition, the phase 5 
downstream HEC-RAS v.4 model has been created with historic river geometry from 1955, 1975, and 
2007.  Steady-state-flow calibrations have been completed, and unsteady-flow calibration and addition of 
sediment data are in process.  Phase 6 is expected to start in early 2010. 
 
III.C.2.  National Academy of Sciences Sediment Study 
 
In an effort to resolve issues that the Missouri Clean Water Commission identified on the construction of 
SWH chutes and the management of associated sediments, the Corps requested the National Academy of 
Sciences to conduct an independent review of the issues.  As a result, the National Academy’s Water 
Science and Technology Board formed a new ad-hoc committee to carry out a comprehensive study of 
sediment in and from the Missouri River basin.  Specific questions that the committee is addressing are: 
 
1) How and why is sediment a significant variable in the environmental restoration of a river system like 
the Missouri River?  
2) What is the significance of the Missouri River sediments to the Gulf of Mexico Hypoxia problem? 
3) What is the significance of the Missouri River sediments to the restoration of Louisiana coastal 
wetlands? 
4) What are the key environmental and economic considerations regarding nutrient loads and/or 
contaminants in Missouri River sediment?   To what extent can such issues be addressed with 
management strategies? 
5) Are there long-term consequences to the lack of sediment in the system to the human environment, 
either environmentally or economically? 
6) Are there alternatives for reintroducing sediment into the system?  What are they and what are the key 
constraints surrounding these alternatives? 
7) Are current Corps management strategies, restoration tools (e.g., channel widening, creation of chutes, 
shallow water habitat, etc.), and other activities adequate and comprehensive enough to address 
issues associated with sediment and nutrients in the system?  If not, how might such strategies and 
activities be improved? 
 
The committee is made up of nationally recognized scientists and engineers with a wide variety of 
backgrounds.  Committee members are: 
 
Leonard Shabman (Chair), Resources for the Future, Washington, DC 
Thomas Dunne, University of California, Santa Barbara 
David Galat, U.S. Geological Survey, Columbia, MO 
William Graf, University of South Carolina, Columbia 
Rollin Hotchkiss, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 
Carter Johnson, South Dakota State University, Brookings 
Patricia F. McDowell, University of Oregon, Eugene 
Robert Meade, U.S. Geological Survey (emeritus), Evergreen, CO 
Roger Patterson, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Los Angeles 
Nicholas Pinter, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 
Sujoy Roy, Tetra Tech, Lafayette, CA 
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Donald Scavia, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor 
Sandra Zellmer, University of Nebraska, Lincoln 
 
The committee held four public meetings from October 2008 to October 2009 and will meet once more in 
closed session prior to releasing the final report in the summer of 2010. 
 
 
IV.  Science 
 
The Integrated Science Program (ISP) is responsible for implementing MRRP monitoring requirements, 
integrating science with management actions, and conducting focused investigations for the MRRP and the 
Mitigation Project.  This includes BiOp requirements such as the Pallid Population Assessment and Least 
Tern and Piping Plover productivity surveys and annual census, physical and biological monitoring of 
responses to management actions, and efforts to reduce uncertainties about species habitat requirements.   
The ISP is implemented by the recently formed ISP Management Team, which consists of members of the 
Omaha and Kansas City Districts’ Planning Branches and the Omaha District’s Threatened & Endangered 
Species Section.   
 
IV.A.  Adaptive Management 
 
In 2009, Adaptive Management (AM) team representatives from the Corps, USFWS, contractors, and 
others continued development of the strategy to incorporate AM into the MRRP.  The team developed a 
draft MRRP AM Framework document outlining the overall vision for the AM strategy and its 
implementation.  In addition, numerous efforts were undertaken to assist in the development of specific 
AM strategies for MRRP sub-programs and to communicate AM concepts to others involved in MRRP 
implementation.  Conceptual models for the Missouri River system were also developed as part of this 
effort. 
 
IV.A.1.  Communications and Training 
 
The AM team gained a dedicated USFWS liaison in April 2009 and increased team communication by 
instituting weekly conference calls, increasing the number of briefings to the CORE team (Cooperating for 
Recovery team comprised of Corps and USFWS staff) and MRRIC, and drafting educational documents 
such as AM 101and 102 that explain the basic concepts of AM.  In addition, the AM team gave 
presentations at regional- and national-level conferences including the MRNRC Conference and BiOP 
Forum, National Academy of Sciences Sediment Workgroup, American Water Resources Association 
Conference, and National Conference on Ecosystem Restoration.  A training session on AM was also held 
in Omaha for Corps employees on February 23-27, 2009.   
 
IV.A.2.  Integrated Science Program 
 
The AM Team worked with the ISP staff to develop “knowledge-management” processes and products. 
The AM team also worked with ISP staff to ensure research and monitoring efforts are focused on 
addressing uncertainties and gathering data specific to AM objectives.  
 
IV.A.3.  Emergent Sandbar Habitat 
 
The AM team continued to focus on analysis and the development of predictive models for ESH activities, 
including life-history models that will project the biological responses to management actions and aid 
decision-makers in selection of implementation strategies.  In addition, a draft ESH AM Plan was issued as 
a draft AM appendix for the ESH PEIS.  Analyses of existing data were conducted and a draft Annual AM 
Report was crafted that includes recommendations for the Executive Steering Committee of the MRRP and 
other parties involved in the decision-making process.  These efforts were adapted over the course of the 
year and are seeking to be more effective through a broader representation of entities affecting the outcome 
of this management action (e.g., planning, water management, etc.).  
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IV.A.4.  Shallow Water Habitat 
 
On December 28-30, 2008, the AM team hosted a workshop on the Pallid Sturgeon Habitat Assessment 
and Monitoring Program (HAMP) as a follow-up to the previous year’s Structured Decision Making 
(SDM) workshop for the SWH program (August 2008).  As part of this effort, the AM team conducted an 
analysis of the HAMP data collected and developed a working paper on this analysis.  Draft products were 
created, but the process to apply the AM strategy to this management action has ceased temporarily while 
the recently formed Aquatic Habitat Workgroup resolves issues regarding the objectives and metrics for 
this program.  
 
IV.A.5.  Other Efforts 
 
The AM Team also assisted in review of the draft Cottonwood Management Plan and Environmental 
Assessment that addresses BiOp RPA elements for the Bald Eagle.  The team also assisted with the review 
of the draft AM strategy for the Lower Yellowstone Project (Intake Dam) and helped craft a path forward 
for completion and implementation of this strategy. 
 
IV.B.  Pallid Sturgeon Summary 
 
IV.B.1.  Population Assessment Program 
 
The Pallid Sturgeon Population Assessment Program was developed by the Pallid Sturgeon Population 
Assessment Team (Team: Figure 5).  The Team is comprised of representatives of State and Federal 
agencies and academia that collectively possess knowledge and expertise of the Missouri River, pallid 
sturgeon and other native Missouri River fishes, research, experimental design, and statistical analysis.  The 
Population Assessment Program focuses on the endangered pallid sturgeon and a group of native Missouri 
River fish species, as required by the BiOp. 
 
Pallid Sturgeon 
Population 
Assessment  
Team
 
Figure 5.  Pallid Sturgeon Population Assessment Team. 
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IV.B.1.a.  Objectives of the Population Assessment Program 
 
1) Evaluate annual results and long-term trends in pallid sturgeon population abundance and geographic 
distribution throughout the Missouri River system. 
 
2) Evaluate annual results and long-term trends of habitat usage of pallid sturgeon and hatchery-stocked 
pallid sturgeon by season and life stage. 
 
3) Evaluate population structure and dynamics of pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River system. 
 
4) Evaluate annual results and long-term trends in native target species population 
abundance and geographic distribution throughout the Missouri River system.  These 
target species include: shovelnose sturgeon (S. platyorynchus); blue sucker (Cycleptus 
elongatus); sauger (Zander canadense); plains and Western silvery minnows 
(Hybognathus spp.); sand shiner (Notropis stramineus); and three main-channel-
inhabiting cyprinids in the genus Macrhybopsis – sturgeon chub (M. gelida), sicklefin 
chub (M. meeki), and speckled chub (M. aestivalis).  These three chub species are the 
main forage for piscivorous pallid sturgeon and are rare themselves in some sections of 
the Missouri River. 
 
5) Evaluate annual results and long-term trends of habitat usage of the target native species by season and 
life stage.   
 
6) Evaluate annual results and long-term trends in all remaining species (minimum of 50 fish 
collected/species) population abundance and geographic distribution throughout the Missouri River system. 
 
IV.B.1.b.  Program Area and Status Update 
 
Although implementation was initiated in 2001, 2009 marked the fourth year of full implementation 
throughout the program area.  The program area includes the riverine reaches of the Missouri River 
extending from Fort Peck Dam, Montana to the confluence of the Missouri/Mississippi Rivers near St. 
Louis, Missouri and the Kansas River from the Highway 7 Bridge to the confluence of the Kansas/Missouri 
Rivers (Figure 6).  Sampling of pallid sturgeon and target native fish species was conducted by Montana 
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (MTFWP), USFWS-Missouri River Fish and Wildlife Conservation Office, 
USFWS-Great Plains Fish and Wildlife Management Assistance Office, South Dakota Game, Fish and 
Parks (SDGFP), Nebraska Game and Parks Commission (NGPC), Missouri Department of Conservation 
(MDC), and USFWS-Columbia National Fish and Wildlife Conservation Office.  All programmatic 
requirements were met for all segments in 2009 with only one exception.  During the sturgeon sampling 
season, high-water events reduced the sampling effort in Segment 14.  A total of 147 random and 172 non-
random bends were sampled during sampling efforts in 2009 (Table 1).  
 
IV.B.1.c.  2009 Summary Reports 
 
The Standardized Reports for each segment (i.e., 1-14) and comprehensive project reports will be available 
on the web (moriverrecovery.org) listed under “Publications and Reports” after March 31, 2010.  An 
annual report that synthesizes the Population Assessment Program monitoring results for all segments will 
also be available in FY 2010. 
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Figure 6.  Population Assessment Program Map (Segment 12 was combined with Segment 13 effective 
July 1, 2005). 
 
Table 1.  The agencies, segments, number of bends sampled, and report availability for pallid sturgeon 
and target native fish species sampling conducted through the Population Assessment Program in 2009. 
 
 
Agency 
 
 
Segment(s) 
Number 
of 
Random 
Bends 
*Number of 
Non-Random 
Bends 
    
Montana, Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 1, 2, & 3 35 34 
    
USFWS-Missouri River Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Office 4 12 5 
    
USFWS-Great Plains Fish and Wildlife 
Management Assistance Office 5 & 6 10 - 
    
South Dakota Game, Fish, and Parks 7 12 33 
    
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 8 & 9 25 22 
    
Missouri Department of Conservation 10 & 11 28 49 
    
USFWS-Columbia National Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Office 13 & 14 25 29 
*most non-random bends were only partially sampled as part of broodstock or juvenile pallid sturgeon 
collection efforts 
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IV.B.2.  Propagation and Population Augmentation Project (PPAP) 
 
The Pallid Sturgeon PPAP utilizes six hatcheries throughout the Missouri River basin (Figure 7) to meet 
the stocking needs of the species.  These hatcheries include the Blind Pony State Fish Hatchery (SFH) in 
Sweet Springs, Missouri; the Neosho National Fish Hatchery (NFH) in Neosho, Missouri; the Gavins Point 
NFH in Yankton, South Dakota; the Garrison Dam NFH in Riverdale, North Dakota; the Miles City SFH in 
Miles City, Montana; and the Bozeman Fish Technology Center (FTC) in Bozeman, Montana. 
 
The PPAP consists of two primary components at the present time.  The annual supplemental support 
component, as derived based on the BiOp, and the facility improvements component, as outlined in the 
Corps’ 2003 Missouri River Biological Assessment.  The annual supplemental support component of the 
PPAP provides resources to each of the participating hatcheries, as determined by the PPAP’s PDT, to 
ensure the most equitable use of the PPAP’s resources to meet the stocking needs of the species.  The intent 
is not to replace resources from these participating hatcheries, but to provide supplemental support to 
increase the overall capabilities and success of the augmentation effort.  The facility improvements 
component of the PPAP is a short-term approach to addressing limitations of the hatcheries in meeting 
annual stocking targets.  The intent of this component is to increase the quantity and the quality of the 
hatchery-produced pallid sturgeon to more effectively fulfill the stocking goals in each of the recovery 
management units within the Missouri River system.  The facility improvements component has been 
completed.  Currently, the six hatcheries have a collective maximum production capability of 
approximately 60,000 yearling-sized pallid sturgeon (Figure 8).  The combination of these two 
programmatic components enables the effort to focus on the population augmentation needs of the pallid 
sturgeon relative to recovery of the species.  Pertaining to all of the facilities, a portion of the annual 
supplemental support offsets costs associated with feed, utilities, distribution costs, water filtration and 
disinfection, and various maintenance items and operational costs incurred through the facility 
improvements component of the PPAP. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  Locations of the Propagation and Population Augmentation Project’s Cooperating Hatcheries 
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Figure 81
 
.  Maximum Hatchery Production Capabilities for the Gavins Point, Garrison Dam, Miles City, 
Blind Pony, and Neosho Hatcheries and the Bozeman FTC Collectively. 
The benefits of a collective approach to capturing, spawning, and rearing pallid sturgeon is critical to the 
overall success of the PPAP.  Intensive broodstock-collection efforts were conducted throughout the 
Missouri River basin from March through early May.  For the second consecutive year, the Nebraska Game 
and Parks Commission led and coordinated a broodstock-collection effort in the Missouri River near the 
confluence of the Platte and Missouri Rivers (river miles 595-542).  This multi-agency effort included 
volunteers from several colleges and universities as well as interested citizens from communities along the 
river.  One hundred sixty pallid sturgeon were captured during this effort, including both wild and 
hatchery-stocked fish.  Of the fish collected, 23 were determined to be reproductively ready and transported 
to Blind Pony SFH for inclusion in the middle basin propagation effort.   
 
In the lower Missouri River, the Missouri Department of Conservation and the USFWS collected sturgeon 
broodstock from the lower 540 miles of the Missouri River from late March to mid-April.  Of the 103 
pallid sturgeon captured through this effort, nine were sent to Blind Pony SFH to be utilized in 2009 middle 
basin propagation activities.  A similar multi-agency effort coordinated by the USFWS and Montana Fish, 
Wildlife, and Parks was also conducted in the Missouri and lower Yellowstone Rivers to provide wild 
broodstock for upper basin 2009 propagation activities.  
 
All six hatcheries were actively involved in the spawning, rearing, and stocking of pallid sturgeon in 2009.  
Collectively, 63,929 fingerling (an additional 2,996 fingerlings were stocked through Fort Peck State Fish 
Hatchery), 15,686 yearling, and 1,094 2-year-old pallid sturgeon were stocked into the four Missouri River 
Recovery Priority Management Areas (RPMAs; Figure 9). 
 
Of the approximately 81,000 fingerling-size or larger pallid sturgeon stocked into the four RPMAs in 2009 
(Figure 9), most (95%) were stocked into RPMAs 1 and 2.  Since the BiOp was signed in 2000, nearly 
380,000 fingerling-size or larger pallid sturgeon have been stocked into the system (Figure 10).  
 
                                                 
1 Figure 8 is based on maximum allowable densities of 0.5 pounds of fish per square foot of rearing space and fish length of 
approximately 8 inches (fork length).  Note that the hatcheries will operate at densities below the recommended maximum allowable 
levels to minimize stress that would likely reduce the overall quality of the fish and potential for successful stocking.  The figure was 
based on 12,000 production fish at the Gavins Point NFH annually, which will decrease over time as additional future captive 
broodstock will occupy this rearing space, thus reducing production capabilities for stocking. 
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.  Stocking for the 2008 Yearling, 2009 Fingerling, and 2-year-old pallid sturgeon in 2009. 
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Figure 10.  Pallid Sturgeon stocking history (excluding fry stockings) for RPMAs 1-4 since the BiOp was 
signed in 2000. 
                                                 
2 The RPMAs referred to in Figure 9, are from the Pallid Sturgeon Recovery Plan and are as follows: 
1. The Missouri River from the confluence of the Marias River to the headwaters of the Ft. Peck Reservoir; 2. The Missouri River 
from Fort Peck Dam to the headwaters of Lake Sakakawea, including 71 miles of the Yellowstone River; 3. The Missouri River from 
Fort Randall Dam to the headwaters of Lewis and Clark Lake; and  4.  The Missouri River from Gavins Point Dam to the confluence 
of the Missouri with the Mississippi River. 
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IV.B.2.a.  Fish Marking 
 
A variety of marking methods have been utilized to identify hatchery fish, which enhances scientists’ 
understanding of the species (i.e., growth, movement, survival).  The Passive Integrated Transponder (PIT) 
tag provides the maximum amount of information specific to individual fish.  Smaller fingerlings (that 
cannot be PIT tagged based on size) are marked with tags such as an elastomer tag (visual) or a coded wire 
tag.  These tags provide less information but, at a minimum, differentiate between hatchery and wild fish.  
Genetic analysis is utilized to differentiate between naturally reproduced and hatchery-reared and stocked 
pallid sturgeon.  The use of scute removal was also incorporated into the mix of marking types in 2007. 
Scute removal is a permanent mark and may be used to quantify PIT-tag retention and serve as a secondary 
mark in conjunction with other marking techniques. 
 
IV.B.2.b.  Garrison Dam National Fish Hatchery (Riverdale, North Dakota) 
 
The Garrison Dam NFH successfully spawned 4 female and 13 male pallid sturgeon, producing 10 
families; 3 of the females produced viable fry.  Luteinizing Hormone-Releasing Hormone analogue (LH-
RHa) was utilized to induce ovulation and spermiation in female (0.05 milligrams [mg]/kilograms [kg] of 
body weight) and male (0.02 mg/kg of body weight) pallid sturgeon.  Three of the families were created 
using cryopreserved milt, with the resulting fry incorporated into the production lots.  Milt from 13 males 
was added to the cryopreservation repository for a total of 110 on station.  In addition to the eggs spawned 
on station, 169,750 eggs were received from the Miles City SFH and 78,350 from Gavins Point NFH for 
production purposes and to ensure that these families were held at multiple locations serving as a backup.  
A series of fish feeds were fed, including Otohime and Silver Cup #2 Salmon.   
 
The Garrison Dam NFH’s water supply is the Missouri River (Lake Sakakawea), with mean monthly water 
temperatures ranging from 11.7 degrees Celsius (°C) to 18.9°C, with the coldest temperature in December 
and the warmest temperature in August and September.  The water is filtered to 40 microns and treated via 
ultraviolet disinfection exceeding 100,000 microwatt-seconds (sec)/centimeter (cm)2.  The water is also 
heated to provide temperatures suitable for successful spawning and rearing of pallid sturgeon. 
 
The facility underwent routine fish health testing, and the results were negative for iridovirus for the fourth 
consecutive year.  Facility improvement for 2009 included the replacement of the fry tanks.  The new tanks 
are designed specifically for sturgeon rearing.  New temperature controllers were installed on the boilers to 
regulate water temperature to the production tanks and not the boiler fluid, which should result in better 
incubation and maturation conditions.   
 
Pallid sturgeon research continued in 2009.  Production of yearling pallid sturgeon for summer stocking 
occurred for the second consecutive year to allow comparison of summer stocking success with other 
stocking periods.  A second experiment will examine the response of young pallid sturgeon to sound 
charges used during oil exploration in Lake Sakakawea.  One thousand fall fingerlings were retained for 
this effort. 
 
The 2009 stocking effort of Garrison Dam NFH exceeded those of previous years.  Spring stocking of 
yearling pallid sturgeon in RPMAs 1, 2, and 3 totaled 5,056 fish.  In the summer, 3,841 yearling fish were 
stocked in RPMA 2 followed by fall stockings of 51,233 fingerling pallid sturgeon in RPMAs 1 and 2.  The 
facility also stocked out 143,911 fry in RPMAs 1 and 2.  Overall, 60,130 yearlings and fingerlings and 
143,911 fry were stocked from the Garrison Dam NFH into the Upper Missouri River Basin in 2009. 
 
IV.B.2.c.  Miles City State Fish Hatchery (Miles City, Montana) 
 
The Miles City SFH spawned two female pallid sturgeon in 2009.  The eggs were crossed with 5 males, 
producing 5 families. A total of 394,400 eggs were collected as a result of the onsite spawning efforts. LH-
RHa was utilized to induce ovulation and spermiation in female (0.05 mg/kg of body weight) and male 
(0.02 mg/kg of body weight) pallid sturgeon.  Egg-hatch rate was 80 percent.  In addition to the eggs 
retained on station, the Miles City SFH shipped eggs to the Garrison Dam NFH, the Gavins Point NFH, and 
the Bozeman FTC for production and research needs.  The Miles City SFH continues to be successful at 
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egg production and hatching eggs to fry but encounters problems getting newly hatched fry to survive to 
the feeding and later life stages.  Fish feeds used for pallid sturgeon included Otohime B-1 and B-2 and 
Silver Cup #2. 
 
The primary water source for the hatchery is pumped from the Yellowstone River. All Yellowstone River 
water used for pallid sturgeon culture is filtered to 21 microns through rotating drum filters and ultraviolet 
disinfected to protect the fish from potential parasite and/or disease infestations.  Depending on the time of 
year, the water may be heated (boiler) or cooled through a chiller to provide optimum temperatures for 
spawning and rearing of the pallid sturgeon.  The hatchery has a small well that provides the ability to 
moderate water temperatures during the summer months when the Yellowstone River temperatures exceed 
the temperature range for rearing pallid sturgeon.   
 
Outside culture of young pallid sturgeon continued in 2009.  Approximately 1,030 pallid sturgeon 
measuring between 4 and 5 inches were placed into a ½-acre lined pond in spring.  Only a 25% success rate 
was achieved providing 256 6-inch fish for stocking into the upper basin.   
 
The facility is holding approximately 3,000 fingerlings for advanced rearing and stocking in the spring of 
2010. 
 
IV.B.2.d.  Bozeman Fish Technology Center (Bozeman, Montana) 
 
The Bozeman FTC received eggs representing 9 lots from the successful spawning efforts at the Miles City 
SFH and the Garrison Dam NFH.  The young pallid sturgeon hatched from these lots were fed a variety of 
fish feeds, including Otohime and Silver Cup.  The Bozeman FTC’s water sources include a cold spring 
(8°C), a warm spring (22°C), and a warm well (22°C).  These water sources were mixed to provide the 
desired temperatures for rearing pallid sturgeon.  Water temperatures within the rearing tanks ranged from 
16°C to 21°C.  Water treatments include bio-filters, sand filters, ultraviolet disinfection at 100,000 
microwatt-sec/cm2, and packed columns. 
 
The Bozeman FTC stocked 1,711 yearling pallid sturgeon in the Missouri River above Fort Peck Reservoir 
and 1,244 yearlings below Fort Peck Dam, including the Yellowstone River.  The facility also stocked out 
10,342 fry (approximately 20 days of age) into the Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam and 14,493 into 
the Yellowstone River.  
 
IV.B.2.e.  Gavins Point National Fish Hatchery (Yankton, South Dakota) 
 
Ten female pallid sturgeon and 19 males were spawned and crossed, resulting in 19 families and a total of 
357,128 eggs.  Thirteen of the families originated from 8 females and 13 males (2 from cryopreserved 
sperm) held as captive broodstock.  This marks the first successful hatching, rearing, and release (1,216 
fish) of offspring from the captive broodstock held at the facility; a portion of these fish were retained and 
will be released as yearlings in 2010.  The remaining 6 families resulted from crosses of 3 males and 1 
female captured from the river during spring broodstock collection efforts in both the middle (3 families) 
and upper (3 families) basins.  The facility received 57,904 eggs from the Garrison Dam NFH, 62,729 from 
the Miles City NFH, and 14,000 from the Blind Pony SFH, representing 9 families, for production and for 
incorporation into the future captive broodstock.  The facility still has problems with survival of larvae 
within 21 days post-hatch, but survival is comparable to other hatcheries after 21 days.  Nitrogen gas 
saturation is the suspected limiting factor, which will be evaluated during the next rearing cycle. 
 
LH-RHa was used to induce ovulation in the females (0.1 mg/kg of body weight) and spermiation in the 
males (0.01 mg/kg of body weight).  Overall, egg hatch was good with high variability between individual 
families, ranging from 5 to 95 percent.  Family hatching success was similar to other facilities.  A variety of 
fish feeds were utilized, including Silver Cup Salmon, Otohime, and Cyclo-peeze.   
 
Water sources for the hatchery include three cold water wells and surface water from the Missouri River. 
The well water is untreated; however, the Missouri River water is filtered through rotating drum filters and 
treated with ultraviolet disinfection at a rate of 100,000 microwatt-sec/cm2.  Facility improvement for 2009 
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included the purchase of one 30-foot diameter rearing tank for the Broodstock Building and one 300-gallon 
fish transport tank for hauling fish.  
 
The facility stocked 520 yearlings into the Yellowstone River, 340 into the Missouri River below Fort 
Randall Dam, and 520 below Fort Peck Dam.  The facility also stocked 1,143 fingerlings into the 
Yellowstone River and 631 and 313 to the Missouri River below Fort Peck Dam and Gavins Point Dam, 
respectively.  Fish stocked in 2009 tested negative for iridovirus. 
 
IV.B.2.f.  Neosho National Fish Hatchery (Neosho, Missouri) 
 
In 2009, the staff was actively involved in the propagation effort.  The crew made multiple trips to transport 
wild broodstock from the Missouri River to the Neosho NFH.  This effort provided one reproductively 
ready female pallid and one male resulting in approximately 12,000 fertilized eggs.  Through the winter, 
the facility will house 10 female and 2 male brood fish with 5 of the female fish containing black eggs.  
The black-egg females should be ready for spawning during the spring of 2010.   
 
The Neosho NFH is supplied with water from a spring and well.  A portion of the water is heated to 
provide suitable rearing temperatures for pallid sturgeon.  Also, a portion of the water is re-circulated to 
maximize the use of the heated water.  All re-circulated water is ultraviolet disinfected to minimize the 
potential for disease and parasite transmission between tanks.  Hatched brine shrimp and adult brine shrimp 
were utilized as pallid sturgeon feed rather than commercially available products.   
 
During 2009, the Neosho NFH stocked 2,197 yearlings and 1,094 2-year-old pallid sturgeon into the 
middle Missouri River (RPMA 4) that were between 11.5 and 15 inches in length.  Both sturgeon buildings 
are now in full use, housing over 12,000 yearling pallid sturgeon; this large number of fish will allow the 
facility to assess maximum rearing capability.  These yearling pallid sturgeon will average over 12 inches 
in length when they are stocked in 2010.  
 
IV.B.2.g.  Blind Pony State Fish Hatchery (Sweet Springs, Missouri) 
 
The Blind Pony SFH successfully spawned 3 female and 8 male pallid sturgeon, producing 9 families.  LH-
RHa was used to induce ovulation in the females (0.10 mg/kg of body weight) and spermiation in the males 
(0.10 mg/kg of body weight).  Collectively, nearly 100,000 eggs were collected during the spawning effort.  
Egg-hatch success rate was approximately 33%.  A Ranavirus outbreak at the Blind Pony SFH resulted in 
the loss of approximately 2,000 pallid sturgeon from a single raceway.  Subsequent testing for the virus in 
the remaining 8 raceways confirmed 2 as virus positive.  The 6 virus negative raceways contained 12,000 
fingerling pallid sturgeon.  Approximately 1/3 of these fish were stocked into RPMA 4 in early FY 2010, 
with the remaining 2/3 transferred to Neosho NFH to be held and grown to a larger size through the winter.  
A portion of the virus-positive fish will be used for research, and the remainder will be destroyed.     
 
In addition to their stocking efforts, Blind Pony SFH staff made multiple trips to transport wild broodstock 
from the Missouri River to the Neosho NFH. 
 
IV.B.3.  Research Program 
 
Two research projects, the Comprehensive Sturgeon Research Project (CSRP) and the Larval Life History 
Project, were funded in 2009.  Together these projects are focusing on gaining understanding into the life 
history requirements for the pallid sturgeon during each life history stage to better understand potential 
bottlenecks to reproduction and recruitment.  
 
The CSRP has gained insight into migration patterns, response to environmental conditions, habitat use, 
and spawning.  In 2009, the CSRP was continued and the results of 2005-2008 activities were synthesized 
in a USGS Scientific Investigations Report 2009-5201 titled, “Ecological Requirements for Pallid Sturgeon 
Reproduction and Recruitment in the Lower Missouri River: A Research Synthesis 2005-08”. This report 
chronicles USGS research actions and synthesizes data collected into findings and understanding.  It will be 
available through the MRRP web page. 
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The Larval Life History Project began in 2008 and is scheduled to continue through 2013, culminating in a 
final report.  The focus of this project is to look closely at larval life history stages and gather specific 
information on hatch, drift, forage, and habitat use to determine if there is a bottleneck to recruitment 
during this life stage.  Annual progress reports will be available through the MRRP web page.  
 
IV.B.4.  Habitat Assessment Monitoring Program  
 
The Pallid Sturgeon HAMP began in 2004 and was developed by the HAMP Team.  The HAMP Team is 
comprised of representatives of State and Federal agencies and academia that collectively possess 
knowledge and expertise on the Missouri River, pallid sturgeon and other native Missouri River fishes, 
research, experimental design, and statistical analysis.  This team includes the MDC, University of 
Missouri, USGS, USFWS, Iowa Department of Natural Resources, NGPC, SDGFP, Corps, and others.  
The HAMP focuses on the endangered pallid sturgeon and a series of native Missouri River fish species 
and their habitats, as recommended by the BiOp.  
 
IV.B.4.a.  HAMP Goal  
 
The goal of the HAMP is to assess the physical and biological responses to habitat creation actions that are 
expected to benefit pallid sturgeon and related communities.  More specifically, the HAMP addresses the 
following questions: 
  
1. Assess and monitor physical changes between control bends and modified bends:  
a. Are there any physical differences between the created sites and the controls sites?  
b. Do the created habitat sites have more physical value than the control sites?  
 
2. Assess and monitor pallid sturgeon response and other biological changes between control 
bends and modified bends:  
a. Are there any differences in native target species (i.e., young-of-year [YOY] and 
juvenile pallid sturgeon, YOY and juvenile shovelnose sturgeon, sicklefin chubs, 
sturgeon chubs, speckled chubs, plains and western silvery minnow, YOY and juvenile 
blue sucker, and sauger) relative to species composition, richness, and relative abundance 
between the created sites and the control sites?  
 
IV.B.4.b.  HAMP Status Update 
  
Work completed for the HAMP during the 2009 sampling season includes the collection of both biological 
and physical data at the bend level consistent with the study design.  The HAMP is designed to assess the 
affects of habitat creation activities on physical habitat availability and the response of the biological 
community at the bend level.  It uses an upstream/downstream strategy to assess the effects of differing 
hydrographs.  The HAMP biological sampling was conducted by the NGPC in the Corps’ Omaha District 
and the USFWS - Columbia, Missouri Field Research Office in the Corps’ Kansas City District.  Sampling 
began on April 15, 2009 and continued through October 15, 2009.  Biological sampling consisted of 
deploying all three standard gears within all study bends, which resulted in approximately four visits per 
study bend with each standard gear throughout the year.  The study design includes 20 bends in the upper 
segments (Segments 8 and 9) of the Omaha District and 18 bends in the lower segments (Segments 10, 13, 
and 14) in the Kansas City District.  High water and inundation of the floodplain occurred from late May 
through mid July from the Platte River in Nebraska to the mouth; therefore, due to safety concerns and 
issues of sampling in high water conditions, sampling was not completed on any study bends in the lower 
portion (Segments 10, 13, and 14, below Kansas City, MO) of the Missouri River during this time period.  
 
Interesting observations worth noting for 2009:  
 
USFWS (Kansas City to St. Louis, MO)  
• The 2009 HAMP field season (biological portion) was completed on October 1, 2009.  All data 
has been submitted to MDC for data entry and database management.  An electronic copy should 
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be available in early 2010.  Below are some observations from the field that do not include any 
data analysis. 
 
• Preliminary observations indicate 2009 was a good year for sturgeon reproduction in the lower 
Missouri River.  Multiple YOY Scaphirhynchus spp. (< 55 mm) were collected, with catch rates 
higher than in past years.  These individuals are currently being held for genetic identification to 
determine whether they are pallid or shovelnose sturgeon.  Similar to previous years, YOY 
sturgeon are being collected late in the sampling season (e.g., September and October).  Collection 
of these small sturgeon indicates spawning is occurring throughout the summer and early fall.  
 
• Catches of sicklefin and sturgeon chubs, both adults and YOY, are up from 2008.  In particular, 
large (>70 mm) adults were captured during summer in 2009 while few were captured in 2008.  
Sturgeon chub catches appear to be substantially higher than past years. 
 
• Catches of bluntnose minnows are up from 2008.  This species was abundant in push trawl catches 
during the drought years of 2005 and 2006 but had declined in recent years. 
 
• Catches of YOY Hybognathius spp. (mostly identified as plains minnow) appear to be lower than 
in 2008.  Fewer adults were captured in 2009 as well. 
 
• Similar to 2008, night push trawling trials on channel sand bars were conducted.  This limited 
effort resulted in the collection of 61 YOY/juvenile shovelnose sturgeon (< 120 mm).   Initial 
analysis of a subset of these data has been conducted.  Sample size continues to be small for this 
side project.  This preliminary effort has also resulted in some interesting results, providing insight 
about SWH use at night by target species.  
 
• Strategies to determine why particular navigation structures have high catch rates on a regular 
basis continue to be explored.  Identification and physical mapping of these biological “hot spots” 
may help identify preferred habitat characteristics so that they can be reproduced at future habitat 
creation projects.   
 
• Higher numbers of YOY channel catfish, drum, and chubs were collected compared to previous 
years.  Catch rates of these species increased dramatically in September compared to earlier in the 
field season.  
 
NGPC (Ponca, NE to Kansas City)  
• Sampling was completed on all study bends within each sampling round, with the exception of 
three bends with the OT04 (an Otter Trawl) during the second round (June 1 – July 15).  These 
bends were not sampled due to high-water conditions.  (Round four (September 1 – October 15) 
data are currently being entered and numbers presented below are conservative summations.) 
 
• Nineteen sturgeon < 120 mm were collected.  Seven of these fish were < 60mm, and 16 were sent 
for genetic analysis.   
 
• Thirty-eight sturgeon chubs and 62 sicklefin chubs were collected.  The total number of sicklefin 
chubs collected was higher than previous years. 
 
• Thirty-three blue suckers less than 150 mm were collected of which 31 were less than 60 mm.  
This was more than twice the number of YOY blue sucker collected in previous years. 
 
• Channel sand bars associated with new construction activities appeared to be larger than in 
previous years.  The duration of higher water levels throughout the year appeared to contribute 
more sediment and allowed for greater deposition.   
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• In addition to standard sampling, sampling was compared between day and night using the push 
trawl.  There did not appear to be any difference in the number of species and number of 
individuals collected between nighttime and daytime sampling.  These data are currently being 
entered and analyzed. 
 
• The amount and duration of water released from Gavins Point Dam was greater than in previous 
years.  Rain events allowed for high-water events in Segments 8 and 9.  Segment 8 maintained 
higher flows throughout (Sioux City – Platte River) than in previous years, and flows have 
remained higher through October.   
Physical mapping, Omaha District 
Hydrographic data were collected in the Omaha District in 2009 at 11 of the 20 HAMP bends.  From 2006 
to 2008, all 20 bends were surveyed.  Reduction in the number of surveyed bends was anticipated as the 
bend monitoring program matured.  Reduction was also necessary due to reduced available resources.  
Consistent with 2008, only hydrographic data were collected due to funding limitations.  Data collected in 
previous efforts included the collection of sediment samples, Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler velocity 
data, and limited above-water-bank surveys.  Bend data collection areas for 2009 are described in the Table 
2. 
 
IV.B.5.  Fort Peck Biological Monitoring 
 
The Fort Peck Flow Modification Biological Data Collection Plan is a multi-year, multi-component study 
designed to examine the influence of enhanced discharge and temperature regimes from Fort Peck Dam on 
biological response of pallid sturgeon and other native fishes.  As originally planned in the 2000 BiOp, 
warm water from Fort Peck reservoir was to be released through the spillway to enhance thermal conditions 
in the Missouri River downstream from the dam.  However, since inception of the project in 2001, low 
water levels in Fort Peck reservoir have precluded use of the spillway to enhance discharge and 
temperature regimes in the river.  During 2009, activities associated with the Data Collection Plan were 
conducted under typical dam operations, including hypolimnetic releases of cold water through the 
powerhouse and regulated flow scenarios.   
 
Similar to previous years, components of the Data Collection Plan during 2009 included: 1) examining 
water temperature and turbidity at multiple sites in the Missouri River, tributaries, and off-channel areas; 2) 
examining movements and migrations of pallid sturgeon and other native fishes via telemetry; 3) 
quantifying spatial and temporal periodicity of reproduction and reproductive success based on collections 
of larval fish; and 4) targeted sampling for YOY sturgeon to quantify reproductive success and year-class 
strength of pallid sturgeon and shovelnose sturgeon.  Data collected during 2009 are currently being 
assembled and prepared for analyses, but initial highlights from the data can be summarized.  Telemetry of 
adult pallid sturgeon indicated that most fish used the Yellowstone River during spring spawning months, 
and most remained in the lower portions of that river.  Pallid sturgeon implanted with transmitters were 
invaluable to the propagation program, as nine telemetered males and three telemetered gravid females 
were taken to hatcheries.  Sampling for larval fishes in the Milk River yielded no paddlefish or sturgeon 
larvae.  In the Missouri River, four paddlefish larvae and no sturgeon larvae were collected; whereas, 
approximately 136 paddlefish larvae and approximately 62 Scaphirhynchus larvae were collected from the 
Yellowstone River.  Beam trawling from mid-July through early September in the Yellowstone River and 
in the Missouri River upstream and downstream from the Yellowstone River confluence yielded only 
eleven YOY Scaphirhynchus.  During this time, five unmarked juvenile pallid sturgeon were also captured.  
Tissue samples from larvae, YOY, and unmarked juveniles will be subjected to genetic analysis for species 
identification. 
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IV.B.6.  Lower Yellowstone Project (Intake Dam) 
 
The U.S Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) and the Corps are jointly preparing a draft environmental 
assessment (Intake Draft EA) for the Intake Diversion Dam Modification, Lower Yellowstone Project that 
will be released for public review in January 2010.  The Intake Draft EA analyzes and discloses effects 
Table 2.  Omaha District HAMP Bend 2009 Survey Schedule Summary 
Bend 
# 
Bend 
Index Bend Name Bend Type 
Upstream 
River 
Mile 
(1960) 
Downstream 
River Mile 
(1960) 
Bend 
Length 
(miles) 
2009 Survey 
Date / Crew 
1 C 75 - 1 Glovers Point, Upper 
Control-75% 
Radius 714.3 712 2.3 
July / Aug 
USGS 
2 C 25 - 1 Decatur, Lower 
Control-25% 
Radius 687.4 686 1.4  
3 C 25 - 2 Louisville, Upper 
Control-25% 
Radius 686 683.4 2.6  
4 C 75 - 2 
Little Sioux Reach, 
Upper 
Control-75% 
Radius 676.3 674.8 1.5  
5 D-4 
Little Sioux Reach, 
Lower 
Dike Notch - 
25% Radius 672.8 670.5 2.3 
July / Aug 
USGS 
6 C 75 - 3 
Peterson  
Cut-off, Lower 
Control-75% 
Radius 659.2 657.8 1.4 
July / Aug 
USGS 
7 D-6 Tysons 
Dike Notch - 
75% Radius 655 651.6 3.4  
8 S-3 DeSoto Cut-off 
Major Mod.- 
75% Radius 644.8 641.8 3 
July / Aug 
USGS 
9 C 25 - 3 Calhoun, Lower 
Control-25% 
Radius 638.5 637.3 1.2 
July / Aug 
Corps 
10 S-4 Boyer, Lower 
Major Mod.- 
25% Radius 636 634.1 1.9 
July / Aug 
Corps 
Platte River Enters at RM 594.8 
1 S-5 Tobacco 
Major Mod.- 
75% Radius 589.4 586.3 3.1  
2 D-8 Pin Hook 
Dike Notch - 
25% Radius 579.2 576.8 2.4  
3 C 75 - 4 Van Horns 
Control-75% 
Radius 576.8 574.8 2  
4 C 75 - 5 Civil, Upper 
Control-75% 
Radius 574.8 572.8 2  
5 C 25 - 4 Civil, Lower A 
Control-25% 
Radius 572.8 571.5 1.3  
6 C 75 - 6 Copeland, Lower 
Control-75% 
Radius 565.1 562.9 2.2 
July / Aug 
ERDC 
7 D-10 Nebraska 
Dike Notch - 
75% Radius 562.9 560.4 2.5 
July / Aug 
ERDC 
8 C 25 - 5 Otoe 
Control-25% 
Radius 556.7 555.5 1.2 
July / Aug 
ERDC 
9 S-6A Hamburg, Upper 
Major Mod.- 
25% Radius 555.5 552.9 2.6 
July / Aug 
ERDC 
10 C 25 - 6 Barney, Upper 
Control-25% 
Radius 550.9 549.5 1.4 
July / Aug 
ERDC 
 
Total Bend Length Omaha District, RM 752 to RM 498, (miles) 254  
Bend Length of All Omaha District Bends in HAMP Program (miles) 41.7  
Percentage of Total  Bend Length Omaha District Included in HAMP Program 16%  
River Mile Length HAMP Bends Surveyed in 2009 (miles) 22.0  
Percentage of Bend Length of All HAMP Bends Surveyed in 2009 53%  
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associated with proposed modifications to the Lower Yellowstone Project’s Intake Diversion Dam and 
main-canal head works.   
 
Five fish-passage alternatives and two fish-screen options were initially identified for further analysis, 
based on previous studies of the Lower Yellowstone Project.  These were presented in public scoping 
meetings held in October 2008.  Using scoping input from cooperating agencies and the public, these 
alternatives were screened through criteria and modified into the three alternatives evaluated in the Intake 
Draft EA.  The alternatives evaluated are: No Action (Continue Present Operation), Relocate Main 
Channel, and Rock Ramp.   Each of the action alternatives includes a new main–canal, head-works 
structure with removable rotating-drum screens.  The team working on the Intake Draft EA identified the 
rock ramp as the federally preferred alternative in July 2009.   
 
In June 2009, a Value-Engineering (VE) study was performed.  The VE study recommended two potential 
cost-savings options (flat-plate screens and a layered rock ramp) to implement into the design.  The layered 
rock ramp utilizes fill material as the base layer for the ramp rather than rock and was incorporated into the 
design.  Justification for not utilizing flat-plate screens was prepared.   
 
Design was initiated on the head works and screens in July 2009.  In September 2009, the 30% design was 
sent to Reclamation’s Technical Services Center for review.  The Intake Draft EA was also sent out in 
September for ATR. 
 
Due to the complexity of the project and the aggressive schedule, Senior Executive Service-level 
conference calls occur on a regular basis among the Corps, USFWS, Reclamation, and Environmental 
Protection Agency.  The calls work to both strengthen the collaborative partnership of the agencies as well 
as to address potential issues as they develop. 
 
IV.C.  Least Tern and Piping Plover Summary  
 
IV.C.1.  RPAs Applicable to Specific Species - Least Tern and Piping Plover 
 
The 2003 Amendment of the BiOp states, “Habitat shall be provided as a priority and other management 
actions implemented to meet or exceed fledgling per pair ratio goals of 0.70 for least terns and 1.13 for 
piping plovers.  These are to be determined as the recent (past) 3-year running average… These fledge 
ratios have been superceded (sic) by those found in the incidental take statement of this document.”  The 
incidental take statement fledge ratios that supersede the above fledge ratios are 0.94 for least terns and 
1.22 for piping plovers. 
 
The 3-year running average fledge ratio for least terns, 2007-2009, was 0.84 fledglings per adult pair (1,040 
fledglings/(2,487adults/2)).  The 3-year running average fledge ratio for piping plovers, 2007-2009, was 
0.88 fledglings per adult pair (1,515 fledglings/(3,431 adults/2)).  The fledge ratio goals for least terns and 
piping plovers were not met for the third and fourth consecutive years, respectively. 
 
IV.C.2.  Missouri River Least Tern Incidental Take and RPMs  
 
IV.C.2.a.  Incidental Take 
 
1. Take of eggs and chicks by flooding on the river and reservoir reaches that result from the Corps’ 
operations of the water control system. 
 
The 2003 Amendment of the BiOp states, “…reinitiation of consultation will be required if the Corps’ 
actions result in take of more than 180 eggs in a 3-year consecutive period.”  Table 3 shows the incidental 
take losses for the Missouri River for 2007-2009.  The 3-year running total of 76 eggs and chicks for 2007-
2009 was well below the 180 eggs (and chicks) trigger set forth in the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp.  The 
loss of 5 nests and 9 eggs due to Corps operations came from four events that are discussed below. 
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Table 3.  Incidental Take - Least Terns, 2007-2009 
Year Eggs Chicks Total 
2007 30 5 35 
2008 32 0 32 
2009 9 0 9 
3-Year Total 71 5 76 
 
 
Lake Sakakawea Rise:  One nest with one egg was found on the shoreline at Westcott Point on June 30, 
2009.  On the next site visit on July 7, the nest had been inundated. Between nest visits, Lake Sakakawea 
rose 1.3 feet from elevation 1838.6 ft msl on June 30 to elevation 1839.9 ft msl on July 7. 
 
Garrison River Release Increase:  One nest on a sandbar at RM 1345 with two eggs (13 days incubation) 
was checked on July 21, 2009.  When the nest was next checked on July 28, the eggs were found displaced 
from the nest bowl with flood debris around the nest bowl.  From July 21 through July 25, releases out of 
Garrison Dam varied from 15,800 to 16,000 cfs. On July 26, releases averaged 16,300 cfs.  On July 26, the 
wind at Bismarck ND was recorded at between 20 to 28 mph.  The increase in releases from the dam and 
the high winds combined to cause the loss of the nest. 
 
Lake Francis Case Rise:  One nest with two eggs was found on the on the shoreline at North Point on June 
15, 2009.  On the next site visit on June 22, the nest had been inundated.  Between nest visits, Lake Francis 
Case rose 1.2 feet from elevation 1354.6 ft msl on June 15 to elevation 1355.8 ft msl on June 20.  
 
Lewis and Clark Lake Rise:  Two nests with four eggs were found on the north sandbar of the RM 826.5 
complex on July 13, 2009.  On the next site visit on July 21, both nests were terminated with eggs missing 
and flood debris found in the area of the nest bowl.  Between nest visits, Lewis and Clark Lake rose from 
elevation 1207.1 ft msl on July 13 to elevation 1207.7 ft msl on July 19.  
 
2. Take of eggs, chicks, and adults by factors influenced by but not directly attributable to the Corps. 
 
In 2009, the 5-year running fledge ratio (2005-2009) was 0.88 fledglings per adult pair (1,847 
fledglings/(4,193 adults/2)).  The Corps did not meet this incidental take measure for the third consecutive 
year, as the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp specifies a 5-year running fledge ratio of 0.94. 
 
IV.C.2.b.  Least Tern RPM 1 – Survey and Monitor Least Terns, Mortality, and Incidental Take 
 
RPM 1.1 – Annual Least Tern Monitoring Program 
 
In 2009, adult census and productivity monitoring was conducted for least terns on the Missouri River.  The 
adult census was 696.  In 2009, 522 least tern nests and broods (517 nests and 5 broods) were found on the 
Missouri River.  Of the 517 nests found, 309 nests were successful, for an apparent nest success of 67.6%.  
In 2009, 279 least tern chicks fledged.  The fledge ratio for 2009 was 0.80 fledglings per adult pair. Table 4 
summarizes least tern adult census and productivity by segment in 2009 
 
RPM 1.2 – Information on Mortality, Injury, and Productivity 
 
1.2a - Nest Fates:  In 2009, 517 least tern nests were found on the Missouri River.  Of these nests, 309 
were successful (at least one egg hatched from the nest).  In addition to these successful nests, there were 5 
least tern broods that were found that could not be associated with any previously known nest (The nest 
was not found before the chicks hatched.).  The apparent nest success was 67.6%. There were 60 nests 
where the fate was undetermined (See 12 Fate Undetermined below for further discussion.).  For the 148 
failed nests, the nest losses are categorized below.  
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1) Flooded (Non-Corps Operations) – 0 nests:  No nests were lost in this category. 
2) Flooded (Corps Operations) – 5 nests:  These nests were lost due to the Corps’ operation of the Missouri 
River dams. 
3) Weather (Non-Corps Operations) – 48:  These nests were lost to weather events such as rain, hail, wind, 
and wave action.  
4) Weather (Corps Operations) – 0:  No nests were lost in this category. 
5) Predation – 17:  These nests were lost to predators, including mink, raccoons, coyotes, owls, gulls, 
crows, and other mammal and avian species. 
6) Livestock – 2:  These nests were destroyed by livestock stepping on them. 
7) Bank Erosion – 1:  This nest was lost due to the river eroding away the nest site. 
8) Wildlife – 0:  There were no nests destroyed by wildlife. 
9) Human Disturbance – 7:  These nests were lost to human activity.  
10) Destroyed, No Evidence – 48:  These were nests that were destroyed before the eggs could have 
hatched for which no cause could be determined by the survey crew.  
11) Abandoned – 20:  These were nests that were abandoned by the adults. 
12) Fate Undetermined – 60 nests:  These were nests where the egg incubation was far enough along that 
the eggs could have hatched between site visits.  However, the crew could find neither evidence of egg 
hatching nor evidence that the nest had been destroyed prior to the subsequent nest visit. 
 
Table 4.  Adult Census and Productivity Monitoring of the Interior Population of Least Terns by 
Missouri River Segment, 2009 
            % Nest Number Number   Fledge 
  Adult     Undeter. Nests Success of Eggs of Chicks Chicks Ratio 
Segment Census Nests Broods Fate Hatched (a)  (b) (b) Fledged (c) 
Fort Peck Lake 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0.00 
Fort Peck River 46 33 0 1 24 75.0 85 61 20 0.87 
Lake Sakakawea 15 22 0 2 11 55.0 47 25 8 1.07 
Garrison River 108 88 2 17 43 60.6 197 104 26 0.48 
Lake Oahe 71 75 2 2 39 53.4 163 95 34 0.96 
Lake Francis Case 8 1 0 0 0 0.0 2 0 0 0.00 
Fort Randall River 23 16 0 1 6 40.0 36 15 5 0.43 
Lewis and Clark Lake 214 159 0 32 93 73.2 391 232 81 0.76 
Gavins Point River 211 123 1 5 93 78.8 306 240 105 1.00 
Total 696 517 5 60 309 67.6 1,227 772 279 0.80 
(a) % Nest Success = ((NH/(N-B-U))*100, where NH = nests hatched, N = number of nests, B = number of broods, and U = 
undetermined fate. 
(b) Includes 7 eggs and 7 chicks from the 5 broods 
(c) Fledge Ratio = number of chicks fledged per pair of adult birds (adult census/2).     
 
 
1.2b - Adult and Chick Mortality:  Survey crews were instructed to try to determine a cause of death for 
least tern adults and chicks found on site.  If a cause of death could not be determined and the specimen 
was fresh (little to no decomposition), the specimen was sent to the National Wildlife Health Center 
(NWHC) in Madison, Wisconsin for analysis.  In 2009, the remains of six chicks were found by survey 
crews.  The specimens are listed by segment and date. 
 
Lewis and Clark Lake Segment (four chicks): 
 June 29, 2009:  One 1- to 5-day-old chick was found dead on the constructed sandbar at RM 
826.6.  The chick was too decomposed to determine a cause of death or to be sent in for necropsy. 
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 July 6, 2009:  One 6- to 10–day-old chick was found dead on the constructed sandbar at RM 
826.8.  The chick was too decomposed to determine a cause of death or to be sent in for necropsy. 
 July 21, 2009:  One 6- to 10-day-old chick was found dead on the constructed sandbar at RM 
826.3.  The chick was too decomposed to determine a cause of death or to be sent in for necropsy. 
 July 21, 2009:  One 1- to 5-day-old chick was found near death on the constructed sandbar at RM 
826.6. The chick could not move on its own.  It was left on site and was not relocated on the next site visit. 
 
Gavins Point River Segment (two chicks) 
 July 6, 2009:  A 3-day-old chick was found dead on the constructed sandbar at RM 775.0.  This 
chick had been banded by researchers from the USGS.  The cause of death could not be determined, and 
the chick was too decomposed for necropsy. 
 July 20, 2009:  One 11- to 15-day-old chick was found dead on the constructed sandbar at RM 
775.0.  The chick was sent to the NWHC for necropsy.  The NWHC reported that the chick was in poor 
nutritional and postmortem condition.  The cause of death was not determined.  The chick tested negative 
for the West Nile virus and for avian influenza. 
  
1.2c – Measures taken to reduce mortality: The Corps undertook two actions in 2009 to reduce mortality 
for least terns.  These were predator trapping and nest moving and relocation. 
 
Predator Trapping:  During the 2009 nesting season, the Corps completed a predator management plan 
and associated environmental assessment that provided conditions under which predator control measures 
would be implemented.  In compliance with the predator management plan, two trapping operations were 
conducted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services (USDA-WS), as discussed below. 
 
Mink Trapping: Mink tracks and predation of nests were noted on the north sandbar of the constructed 
sandbar complex located at RM 826.5 on the Lewis and Clark Lake Segment.  Five conibear traps were set 
at various locations on the constructed sandbar and on nearby natural islands in an attempt to capture the 
mink. On July 10, a sixth conibear trap was set in the vicinity of fresh mink tracks. USDA-WS trappers set 
approximately 24 leg-hold traps for mink on July 20, 2009 on the north sandbar.  On July 24, 2009, a non-
targeted species, a juvenile yellow-headed blackbird (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus), was found dead in 
one of the conibear traps.  The six conibear traps were removed the same day.  USDA-WS trappers 
removed 24 leg-hold traps that had been set for mink on July 30, 2009. No mink were caught in either the 
leg-hold or conibear traps during the trapping period. 
 
Great Horned Owl Trapping – Gavins Point River Segment:  Two modified pole traps each were placed to 
trap Great Horned Owls (Bubo virginianus) during July 2009 at the constructed sites RM 795.5, 791.5, 
777.7, 775.0 and 774.0 on July 9, 2009.  On July 31, 2009, all of the traps were removed.  These traps were 
set for a total of 22 days. During the trapping period, six Great Horned Owls were captured.  Three were 
captured at the complex at RM 795.5 (capture dates: July 10, 11, and 31) and one each at RM 791.5 (July 
28), RM 775.0 (July 28,) and RM 774.0 (July 26).  All six owls were adults.  None of the owls were 
banded, indicating they were not the one owl captured in 2007 or the five owls captured in 2008 on the 
Missouri below Gavins Point Dam.  The six owls were released at locations around Lincoln, Nebraska.  No 
non-targeted species were captured during the trapping operation.  However, on August 1, 2009, one of the 
trapped owls was found by a member of the public at a site in Lincoln.  The owl had a large leg wound on 
the left tarsus that was in a necrotic condition and was taken to Raptor Recovery Nebraska where it was 
determined that the owl could not be rehabilitated and, therefore, was euthanized.  The band on the owl 
identified it as the owl that was captured on July 26, 2009 at RM 774.0.  The owl was released the same 
day at the Branched Oak Lake State Recreation Area near Lincoln. 
 
Great Horned Owl Trapping – Lewis and Clark Lake Segment:  On July 16, 2009, USDA-WS trappers 
placed four modified pole traps on the two constructed sandbars at RM 826.5 on Lewis and Clark Lake.  
All of the traps were removed on July 30, 2009, resulting in a total of 14 trapping days.  No Great Horned 
Owls or non-targeted species were captured during the trapping period.  
 
Nest Moving and Raising:  To prevent the loss of least tern nests to rising lake levels and increased 
releases from dams, nests were moved to a higher location, raised by building nest mounds, or both moved 
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and raised.  The results are shown in the Table 5.  The results show that, after the action, less than a third of 
the nests were subsequently successful.  Weather events and abandonment, with three each, were the 
primary causes for the loss of unsuccessful nests.  
 
Table 5.  Least Tern Nest Moving and Raising, 2009 
          Unsuccessful Nests by Cause 
  Total   Undeter. % Nest         No 
Type Nests Success Fate Success Flooded Weather Predation Abandoned Evidence 
Moved 11 4 1 40.0 1 1 1 3 0 
Raised 1 0 1 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 
Moved & Raised 2 0 0 0.0 0 2 0 0 0 
Total 14 4 2 33.3 1 3 1 3 0 
*% Nest Success = Successful Nests/(Total Nests – Undetermined Fate Nests) 
 
 
RPM 1.3 – Annual Report Submitted 
 
The Corps met the December 31 reporting deadline specified for this RPM with submittal of a draft of the 
2009 Annual Report to the USFWS. 
 
IV.C.2.c.  RPM 2 – Monitor, Evaluate, and Adjust Operations to Minimize Take of Least Terns 
 
RPM 2.2 - Water Management Coordination 
 
Throughout the nesting season representatives of the Corps’ Missouri River Basin Water Management 
Division and Threatened & Endangered Species Section held conference calls with the USFWS every 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday to discuss water releases from the Missouri River dams and their effects 
on least terns.  These calls were used to discuss impending changes to water release schedules relative to 
nests and sandbars that have been identified as “at risk” due to Corps operations, to assess risk, and to 
discuss alternatives to proposed actions.  The calls provided timely information throughout the 2009 
nesting season and helped to minimize incidental take by Corps operations.  
 
IV.C.2.d.  RPM 4 – Monitor, Evaluate, and Modify Created and Rehabilitated Sandbars  
 
RPM 4.1 – Constructed Sandbars 
 
In 2004, the Corps began constructing sandbars in the Gavins Point River Segment to provide nesting 
habitat for least terns.  In that year, a sandbar complex was completed at RM 755.0.  This complex was 
augmented by two new complexes at RM 770.0 and RM 761.3, which were completed in time for the 2005 
nesting season.  In the fall of 2007, three new complexes were constructed at RM 791.5, RM 777.7, and 
RM 775.0 for the 2008 nesting season.  In the fall of 2008, two more complexes were constructed at RM 
795.5 and RM 774.0 for the 2009 nesting season. 
 
In the fall of 2006 and the spring of 2007, construction on a sandbar complex in the Lewis and Clark Lake 
Segment at RM 826.5 was begun.  Work continued on this complex in between nesting seasons in the falls 
of 2007 and 2008. 
 
Least terns used all nine constructed sandbar complexes in 2009.  Tables 6 and 7 present data on the nest 
success on the constructed sandbars versus the non-constructed sandbars on the Lewis and Clark Lake and 
Gavins Point River Segments.  The entire least tern nesting in the Lewis and Clark Lake Segment was 
confined to the constructed sandbar complex at RM 826.5, with the exception of the small tern colony 
located at RM 842.8 just below the Niobrara River confluence.  The least terns nested only on the 
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constructed sandbars on the Gavins Point River Segment except for one small colony located on a sandbar 
at RM 782.5. 
 
Table 6.  Least Tern Nest Success on Constructed vs. Non-Constructed Sandbars – 
Lewis and Clark Lake Segment, 2009 
  Total   Not Not % Nest % of Total 
Habitat Type Nests Successful  Successful Determined Success* Nests 
Constructed 154 93 31 30 75.0 96.9 
Non-Constructed 5 0 3 2 0.0 3.1 
Total 159 93 34 32 73.2 100 
* % Nest Success = Successful Nests/(Total Nests – Not Determined Nests)  
 
 
Table 7.  Least Tern Nest Success on Constructed vs. Non-Constructed Sandbars – 
Gavins Point River Segment, 2009 
  Total   Not Not % Nest % of Total 
Habitat Type Nests Successful  Successful Determined Success* Nests 
Constructed 118 90 23 5 79.6 95.9 
Non-
Constructed 5 3 2 0 60.0 4.1 
Total 123 93 25 5 78.8 100 
* % Nest Success = Successful Nests/(Total Nests – Not Determined Nests) 
 
 
Tables 8 and 9 show the number of adults, percent of total adults, number of fledglings, percent of total 
fledglings, and fledge ratios for constructed versus non-constructed sandbars for the same two segments.  
With the exception of a small tern colony at a natural sandbar at RM 842.8, all of the adults were found on 
the constructed complex at RM 826.5.  All of the fledglings were found on the constructed complex.  The 
fledge ratio on the constructed complex was below the BiOp goal of 0.94 fledglings per adult pair.  On the 
Gavins Point River Segment, a little more than 90% of all adults and all of the fledglings were found on the 
constructed sandbars.  Small numbers of least terns were counted at various locations on the river and at the 
small colony at RM 782.5.  The fledge ratio for the constructed sandbars, 1.10, was above the 0.94 habitat 
goal.  For the non-constructed sandbars, the fledge ratio was 0.00. 
 
Table 8.  Least Tern Adults, Fledglings, and Fledge Ratios on Constructed vs. Non-
Constructed Sandbars – Lewis and Clark Lake Segment, 2009 
    % of Total   % of Total Fledge 
Habitat Type Adults Adults Fledglings Fledglings Ratio 
Constructed 206 96.3 81 100 0.79 
Non-Constructed 8 3.7 0 0 0 
Total 214 100 81 100 0.76 
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Table 9.  Least Tern Adults, Fledglings, and Fledge Ratios on Constructed vs. Non-
Constructed Sandbars – Gavins Point River Segment, 2009 
    % of Total   % of Total Fledge 
Habitat Type Adults Adults Fledglings Fledglings Ratio 
Constructed 191 90.5 105 100 1.10 
Non-Constructed 20 9.5 0 0 0 
Total 211 100 105 100 1.00 
 
RPM 4.3 – Rehabilitated Sandbars 
 
The Corps has conducted vegetation modification on existing sandbars on the Lake Oahe, Fort Randall 
River, Lewis and Clark Lake, and Gavins Point River Segments.  Vegetation modification includes the 
herbicide spraying of vegetation or herbicide spraying followed by the mowing of the vegetation.  
However, no vegetation spraying has been done since 2006 on Lake Oahe and since 2005 on the other three 
segments.  The last mowing was done in the spring of 2007 on the four segments.  In the 2 years that have 
passed, vegetation has grown up on the treated sites leaving them little different than non-treated sites; 
therefore, no analysis of rehabilitated sites was completed in 2009. 
 
IV.C.2.e.  RPM 6 – Reduce Human Disturbance of Least Terns and Conduct Outreach and 
Education  
 
RPM 6.1 – Human Restriction Measures 
 
To deter human disturbance and increase awareness of endangered species, restriction signs and spacer 
stakes with orange twine were placed around least tern nesting sites.  The signs, stakes, and twine created a 
“psychological barrier” that delineated the nesting sites for the public.  Listed below are the sites where 
restrictions were posted. 
 
Lake Sakakawea Segment:  Restriction signs were placed at Westcott Point, Parshall Bay, Shell Village 
Island, and Centennial Sportsman Recreation Area.  In addition 1.5 miles of boundary fence were erected at 
Westcott Point to deter off-road vehicle use in the area. 
 
Garrison River Segment:  Restriction signs were placed around nesting sites on the sandbars at RM 1374.5, 
RM 1369.0, RM 1357.1, RM 1356.1, RM 1356.0, RM 1319.9 (Heskett), RM 1311.0 (Fort Lincoln),and 
RM 1310.0 (Trestle).  In addition to the federal signs, North Dakota State Water Commission No 
Trespassing signs were placed at the above sites with the exception of RM 1319.9, RM 1311.0, and RM 
1310.0. 
 
Lake Oahe Segment:  Restriction signs were placed around nesting sites at RM 1302.5 (Little Heart), RM 
1298.0 (Bernies), and RM 1233.0 (State Line). 
 
Fort Randall River Segment:  Sandbars at RM 870.2, RM 866.5, and RM 854.7 were fenced and signed.  
 
Lewis and Clark Lake Segment:  The constructed sandbars at the RM 826.5 complex were posted with 
restriction signs and orange twine fencing. 
 
Gavins Point River Segment:  Restriction signs and orange twine fencing were placed around nesting sites 
on sandbars at RM 808.2, RM 804.6, RM 804.5, RM 795.5 complex, RM 791.5, RM 790.9, RM 782.5, RM 
777.7, RM 775.0 complex, RM 774.0 complex, RM 770.2, RM 770.0, RM 761.3, RM 756.6, and RM 
755.0.  
 
Protection of least tern nesting sites was coordinated with law enforcement officers from the SDGFP and 
the USFWS.  Conservation officers from the SDGFP conducted deterrence patrols throughout the nesting 
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season on the Fort Randall River and Gavins Point River Segments.  Special Agent Rich Grosz of the 
USFWS conducted surveillance on the Garrison River Segment while Special Agent Brad Merrill of the 
USFWS conducted surveillance on the Lewis and Clark Lake and Gavins Point River Segments.  
 
In 2009, seven least tern nests were lost due to human disturbance. 
 
RPM 6.4 – Outreach and Education 
 
Outreach efforts in 2009 included presentations before civic organizations, schools, environmental groups; 
presentations at campfire programs; the writing of articles for area newspapers; and the handing out of the 
“Missouri River Species at Risk” brochure to area businesses and the public. 
 
IV.C.3.  Kansas River Least Tern Incidental Take and RPMs  
 
IV.C.3.a.  Incidental Take  
 
One least tern nest containing three eggs was lost to flooding on the Kansas River in 2009, which was not 
due to Corps operations.  The nest in question was found on June 11, 2009 on the Wabaunsee sandbar (RM 
129.5).  It was believed destroyed on June 16 when rain storms caused the Kansas River flows to rise.  The 
loss was confirmed on June 25, when a survey showed that just 1% of the Wabaunsee sandbar was not 
inundated.  Records from the Wamego gage, the gage closest to the Wabaunsee sandbar, recorded average 
discharges of 6,200 cfs on the Kansas from June 8 through June 15.  On June 16, the gage showed an 
average discharge of 10,600 cfs, which declined to 7,800 cfs on June 17 and 4,100 cfs on June 18.  The 
gage on the Big Blue River at Manhattan, Kansas, located downriver from Tuttle Creek Dam, showed an 
average discharge of 4,360 cfs from June 8 through June 15. On June 16 the average discharge was 4,390 
cfs, on June 17 the average discharge was 2,610 cfs, and on June 18 the average discharge was 200 cfs.  
The gage data shows that releases out of Tuttle Creek Dam were reduced following the storm and that 
Corps operation of the dam did not contribute to the loss of the nest at the Wabaunsee sandbar. 
 
IV.C.3.b.  RPM 1 – Survey and Monitor Least Terns, Mortality, and Incidental Take 
 
RPM 1.1 – Annual Least Tern Monitoring Program 
 
In 2009, 13 surveys were conducted for least terns on the Kansas River between May 20 and August 5, 
2009.  The greatest number of adult least terns observed during the surveys occurred on June 11, when five 
were seen (four at the Wabaunsee sandbar and one at the Belvue site).  A survey was conducted on June 25, 
which was during the time period that the adult census was being conducted on the Missouri River. During 
this survey, two least terns were observed (one at the Wabaunsee sandbar and one at the Belvue site).  In 
2009, one least tern nest, containing three eggs, was found on the Kansas River.  This nest was not 
successful, for a nest success of 0.0%.  
 
RPM 1.2 – Collect Information on Mortality, Injury, and Productivity  
 
1.2a - Nest Fates:  The one nest was lost to flooding. 
 
1.2b - Adult and Chick Mortality:  Survey personnel did not find any dead adults or chicks in 2009. 
 
1.2c – Measures taken to reduce mortality:  There were no activities undertaken to reduce mortality. 
 
IV.C.3.3. RPM 2 – Monitor, Evaluate, and Adjust Operations to Minimize Take of Least Terns 
 
RPM 2.2 - Water Management Coordination 
 
Due to the lack of nesting by least terns on the Kansas River, with the exception of one nest that was 
terminated after one visit, water management coordination with the Kansas City District was not done in 
2009. 
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IV.C.4.  Missouri River Piping Plover Incidental Take and RPMs  
 
IV.C.4.a.  Incidental Take 
 
In its 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, the USFWS listed six categories in which incidental take for the 
Piping Plover was expected to occur.  Listed below are the six incidental take categories and the results for 
2009. 
 
1. Take (killing) of eggs and chicks by flooding on the river and reservoir reaches that result from the 
Corps’ operation of the water control system 
 
In the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, the Service set two standards of incidental take in regard to Corps 
water control system operations:  
 
1. Incidental take should not exceed by more than 10% of a 10-year running average of 8.4% of all 
eggs (The 8.4% is the amount of incidental take of eggs that occurred due to Corps operations 
from 1993-2003.).  The 10% variance results in a lower limit of 7.6% and an upper limit of 9.2%.  
 
2. Take should not exceed that observed from 1993-2003 in any single year.  This was quantified 
as the lesser of 294 eggs (1995) or 46% of all eggs (1996). 
 
In 2009, 167 eggs were lost due to Corps water control system operations. This represents 7.8 % of the 
2,147 of the known piping plover eggs on the Missouri River in 2009.  This is below both the 294 eggs and 
the 46% of all eggs standards set forth in the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp.  The 10-year running average 
of plover eggs lost to Corps operations (2000-2009) was 4.5% (1,066/23,871).  This is well below the 9.2% 
upper limit of losses set by the USFWS in the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp.   
 
2. Take (harm) of eggs, chick, or adults by predation 
 
In the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, the USFWS noted that 4.0% of monitored nests were lost to 
predation from 1993-2003.  The USFWS expected that take could be quantified as being outside of a 10% 
variance of that 4.0% loss and set loss from predation as being from 3.6% to 4.4% as a 10-year running 
average.  In 2009, 36 of 603 plover nests were lost to predation for a loss rate of 6.0%.  The 10-year 
running average (2000-2009) was 4.3% (281/6,542), which is below the upper limit of the 3.6%-4.4% 
tolerance set forth in the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp. 
 
3. Take (harm) of eggs, chicks, or adults by human disturbance 
 
In the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, the USFWS did not consider take from human disturbance on the 
reservoir segments and quantified take only on the riverine segments.  The USFWS noted that 1.5% of 
monitored nests on the riverine segments were lost to human disturbance from 1993-2003.  The USFWS 
expected take could be quantified as being outside of a 10% variance of that 1.5% loss and set loss from 
human disturbance as being from 1.4% to 1.7% as a 10-year running average.  In 2009, 1 of 346 plover 
nests on the riverine segments was lost to human disturbance for a loss rate of 0.3%.  The 10-year running 
average (2000-2009) was 1.1% (32/2,945), which is below the 1.4%-1.7% tolerance set forth in the 2003 
Amendment of the BiOp.  
 
4. Take (harm) of chicks as a result of insufficient forage in river reaches affected by hypolimnetic 
releases 
 
In the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, the USFWS noted that hypolimnetic hydropower releases from Fort 
Peck, Garrison, and Fort Randall Dams would continue to provide unsuitable water temperatures below the 
dams and negatively impact production at all trophic levels.  The USFWS quantified take in the form of 
fledge ratios for these three segments with a variance of not to exceed by more than 10% the fledge ratios 
on these segments for 1993-2003.  The 1993-2003 fledge ratio for below Fort Peck Dam was 1.33 (1.20-
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1.46 variance), for below Garrison Dam was 1.18 (1.06-1.30 variance), and for below Fort Randall Dam 
was 0.92 (0.83-1.01 variance). 
 
The USFWS made no mention of a 10-year running average for these fledge ratios., Since 10-year running 
averages were used for the other five measures of take, the Corps interpreted that this was an omission on 
the part of the USFWS and has included the 10-year running average along with the 2009 fledge ratios. 
 
For the Fort Peck River Segment, the 2009 fledge ratio was 0.00, while the 10-year running average for 
2000-2009 was 1.36 (15 fledglings/(22 adults/2)).  This is above the 1.20 lower limit fledge ratio set forth 
in the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp. 
 
For the Garrison River Segment, the 2009 fledge ratio was 0.95, while the 10-year running average for 
2000-2009 was 1.18 (1027 fledglings/1,738 adults/2)).  This is above the 1.06 lower limit fledge ratio set 
forth in the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp.  
 
For the Fort Randall River Segment, the 2009 fledge ratio was 1.00, while the 10-year running average for 
2000-2009 was 0.83 (150 fledglings/(360 adults/2)). This is at the 0.83 lower limit fledge ratio set forth in 
the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp. 
 
5. Take (harm) of eggs in nests assigned fates of destroyed-unknown, nest abandonment, sandbar 
erosion, and unknown fates 
 
The USFWS, in the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, noted that the 1993-2003 fledge ratio for piping plovers 
on the Missouri River system was 1.36 fledglings per adult pair.  The USFWS quantified take for nests 
assigned fates of destroyed – no evidence, nest abandonment, sandbar erosion, and undetermined fates as 
being greater than 10% variance from that fledge ratio (1.22-1.47) for a 10-year running average.  The 10-
year running average for 2000-2009 was 1.24 (7,672 fledglings/(12,380 adults/2)), which is within the 10% 
variance set by the USFWS.  
 
6. Take (harm) of chicks as a result of insufficient forage on created habitats 
 
In the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp, the USFWS noted that piping plover chicks may starve on created 
habitats due to insufficient forage.  The USFWS anticipated that fledge ratios in the created habitats would 
approximate those observed from 1993-2003 – 1.36 fledglings per pair.  The USFWS, in the 2003 
Amendment of the BiOp, stated that there may be a variance of as much as 10% from the 1.36 fledge ratio; 
therefore, it set a range of 1.22-1.47 fledge ratios, based on a 10-year running average, for take compliance.  
The Corps’ habitat creation efforts in the early 1990s were destroyed by high releases from the Garrison, 
Fort Randall and Gavins Point Dams in 1995, 1996, and 1997.  Habitat has been created at eight sites on 
the Gavins Point River Segment; at RM 755.0 in 2004; at RM 770.0 and 761.3 in 2004-2005; at RM 791.5, 
RM 777.7, and RM 775.0 in 2007-2008; and RM 774.0 & RM 795.5 in 2008.  On the Lewis and Clark 
Lake Segment, habitat was created at RM 826.5 in 2006-2008.  The fledge ratio for these created habitat 
sites is, therefore, based on the 6 past years of habitat creation (2004-2009) and not the 10-year running 
average.  For 2004-2009, the fledge ratio for created habitat was 1.41 fledglings per adult pair (733 
fledglings/(1,038 adults/2)), which is within the 1.22-1.47 fledge ratios set forth in the 2003 Amendment of 
the BiOp.  
 
IV.C.4.b.  RPM 1 – “The Corps shall survey and monitor all plover sites on the Missouri and Kansas 
Rivers…” 
 
RPM 1.1 –Summary of Monitoring Data 
 
In 2009, an adult census and productivity monitoring were conducted for piping plovers on the Missouri 
River.  The adult census was 906.  In 2009, 620 piping plover nests and broods (603 nests and 17 broods) 
were found on the Missouri River.  Of the 603 nests found, 273 nests were successful, for an apparent nest 
success of 49.2%.  In 2009, 425 piping plover chicks fledged.  The fledge ratio for 2009 was, therefore, 
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0.94 fledglings per adult pair.  Table 10 summarizes piping plover adult census and productivity by 
segment in 2009. 
 
Table 10.  Adult Census and Productivity Monitoring of the Piping Plover on the Missouri River, 2009 
            % Nest Number Number   Fledge 
  Adult Number   Undeter. Nests Success of Eggs of Chicks Chicks Ratio 
Segment Census of Nests Broods Fate Hatched (a) (b) (b) Fledged (c) 
Fort Peck Lake 12 6 1 1 1 20.0 24 5 2 0.33 
Fort Peck River 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
Lake Sakakawea 85 75 1 9 11 16.7 242 44 9 0.21 
Garrison River 275 166 9 11 84 54.2 610 337 129 0.94 
Lake Oahe 158 96 3 13 28 33.7 318 100 37 0.47 
Lake Francis Case 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
Fort Randall River 16 10 0 1 5 55.6 36 22 8 1 
Lewis and Clark Lake 122 80 1 7 55 75.3 303 207 110 1.80 
Gavins Point River 238 170 2 6 89 54.3 614 329 130 1.09 
Total 906 603 17 48 273 49.2 2,147 1,044 425 0.94 
(a) % Nest Success = ((NH/(N-B-U))*100, where NH = nests hatched, N = number of nests, B = number of broods, and U = undetermined 
fate 
(b) Includes 47 eggs and 47 chicks from the 17 broods 
(c) Fledge Ratio = number of chicks fledged per pair of adult birds (adult census/2)  
 
 
RPM 1.2 – Survival and Take Information 
 
Under this RPM, the USFWS requests a “quantification of take, including loss of eggs, chicks, adults, and 
habitat that occurred … along with the reasons or causes for take and any actions the Corps may have taken 
to avoid take.”  In 2009, piping plover take totaled at least 1 adult, 1,103 eggs (2,147 eggs – 1,044 chicks) 
and 619 chicks (1,044 chicks – 425 fledglings).  Take of chicks and eggs occurred from a variety of events.  
Determining the exact cause of take for chicks is difficult because, generally, there is very little evidence.  
In 2009, survey crews found the remains of one adult and eleven chicks.  Action taken by the Corps to 
avoid take include management of water releases from the dams to minimize flood events, use of predator 
cages to protect nests, placement of restriction signs around nesting and brooding areas to deter human 
disturbance, and the raising and moving of nests to avoid inundation. 
 
Habitat losses have not been quantified at the time this report was written, but habitat was lost due to 
erosion, the rising of the reservoirs eliminating beach habitat, and vegetation encroachment on the shoreline 
beaches and sandbars. 
 
RPM 1.3 Nest and Egg Losses 
 
Nest Fates:  In 2009 there were 603 piping plover nests found on the Missouri River.  Of these, 273 were 
successful (at least one egg hatched from the nest).  In addition to these successful nests, 17 piping plover 
broods were found that could not be associated with any previously known nest (The nest was not found 
before the chicks hatched.).  The nest success was at 49.2%.  For nests, where the cause could be 
determined, the highest losses were due to weather events – 72 nests, flooding – 51 nests, nest 
abandonment – 37, and predation – 33 nests.  A total of 48 nests had a fate that was undetermined (See 
below at Nest Fate Line 13 for further discussion.).  For the 282 non-successful nests, the nest losses are 
categorized below.  Included in the list of nest losses is an estimate of egg losses as per RPM 1.3 on page 
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252 of the 2003 Amendment of the BiOp.  RPM 1.3 states, “Methods of analysis that accurately (e)stimate 
the number of eggs in destroyed nests at the time of their destruction shall be used.  For example, a nest is 
visited during the laying period before a full modal clutch size of four (Haig 1992) had been laid.  On the 
next visit, seven days later, the nest has been destroyed.  The estimate should be based on the number of 
eggs observed plus an assumption that the following eggs were laid at a rate of 1 egg per 1.5 days.”  
 
1) Flooded (Non-Corps Operations) – 2 nests (6 eggs known, 7 eggs maximum):  These nests were lost to 
rising river levels as a result of rain storms in the area.  
2) Flooded (Corps Operations) – 49 nests (161 eggs known, 175 maximum):  These nests were lost due to 
the Corps’ operation of the Missouri River dams. 
3) Weather (Non-Corps Operations) – 70 nests (203 eggs known, 241 eggs maximum):  These are nests lost 
to weather events such as rain, hail, wave action, and wind.  
4) Weather (Corps Operations) – 2 nests (6 eggs known, 6 maximum):  These nests were lost to wave 
action as a result of Corps operations involving Fort Peck Lake and Lake Sakakawea. 
5) Predation – 33 nests (100 eggs known, 129 eggs maximum):  Predators include mink, raccoons, coyotes, 
owls, gulls, crows, and other mammal and avian species. 
6) Livestock – 3 nests (9 eggs known, 12 eggs maximum) 
7) Bank Erosion – 1 nest (3 eggs known, 4 eggs maximum):  This nest was lost due to the river eroding 
away the nest site. 
8) Wildlife – 3 nests (10 eggs known, 11 eggs maximum) 
9) Human Disturbance – 3 nests (7 eggs known, 12 eggs maximum):  These nests were lost to human 
activity.  
10) Researcher – 0 nests:  No nests were destroyed by a researcher. 
11) Destroyed, No Evidence – 82 nests (248 eggs known, 305 eggs maximum):  These were nests that were 
destroyed before the eggs could have hatched, but for which no cause could be determined by the survey 
crew.  
12) Abandoned – 37 nests (111 eggs known, 111 eggs maximum):  These are nests that were abandoned by 
the adults; 
13) Fate Undetermined – 48 nests (178 eggs known, 178 eggs maximum):  These are nests where the egg 
incubation was far enough along whereby the eggs could have hatched between site visits.  However, the 
crew could find neither evidence of egg hatching nor evidence that the nest had been destroyed prior to the 
subsequent nest visit.  In this category the incubation stage was far enough along whereby the eggs could 
have hatched between site visits.  Therefore, the clutch was complete and no more eggs would have been 
laid between site visits. 
 
RPM 1.4 – Habitat Mapping 
 
The Corps contracted with the USGS-Northern Plains Wildlife Research Center (NPWRC) to develop and 
evaluate methods to inventory, monitor, and estimate least tern and piping plover habitats using Quickbird 
imagery.  In 2009, Quickbird imagery was captured for the Fort Peck River, Garrison River, Upper Lake 
Oahe, Fort Randall River, upper Lewis and Clark Lake, and the Gavins Point River Segments. 
 
IV.C.4.c.  RPM 2 – Documenting Take of Piping Plovers 
 
RPM 2.1 – Incidental Take 
 
The USFWS requires that Corps document incidental take that occurs due to operation of the Missouri 
River Mainstem Reservoir System.  In 2009, Corps operations were responsible for the loss of at least 167 
and no more than 181 Piping Plover eggs from 51 nests.  The losses are listed by cause in the segments 
with incidental take. 
 
1. Fort Peck Lake Rise:  In 2009, one plover nest containing four eggs was lost to wave action attributable 
to Corps’ operations.  Fort Peck Lake rose 2.7 feet from the day of nest initiation to the day of the nest loss, 
which brought the lake closer to the nest and contributed to its loss. 
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2. Lake Sakakawea Rise:  On May 1, 2009, Lake Sakakawea stood at 1830.1 ft msl, the highest May 1 
lake level since 2001, when the lake was at 1830.9 ft msl.  However, the lake was still below its base flood 
control elevation of 1837.5 ft. msl.  In an effort to bring the reservoir up into its normal operating pool, the 
Missouri River Basin Water Management Division held releases out of Garrison Dam to an average of 
16,000 cfs during the nesting season.  This was below the normal releases that average from 24,000 to 
26,000 cfs during this time period.  These lower releases combined with a higher-than-normal northern 
Rockies snowpack runoff caused the lake to rise throughout the nest season.  The lake peaked at 1842.6 
feet on August 16, 2009, a rise of 12.5 feet.  This inundated 33 nests and 104 eggs and caused the loss of 
one nest with three eggs through wave action. All of these losses are attributed to Corps operations. 
 
3. Lake Oahe Rise:  In 2009, one plover nest containing three eggs was lost to wave action attributable to 
Corps operations.  Lake Oahe rose 1.1 feet from the day of nest initiation to the day of the nest loss, which 
brought the lake closer to the nest and contributed to its loss. 
 
4. Lewis and Clark Lake Rise:  In 2009, two plover nests containing six eggs were lost when the eggs 
were found displaced from the nest bowls with flood debris around the nest bowls.  Lewis and Clark Lake 
rose 0.4 feet between site visits, causing the loss of the two nests. 
 
5. Gavins Point Dam Spring Rise:  A spring pulse was conducted out of Gavins Point Dam to stimulate 
pallid sturgeon spawning.  On May 18, 2009, the spring pulse was begun with an increase to of 6,000 cfs to 
23,000 cfs.  This 6,000-cfs increase inundated 5 piping plover nests with 17 eggs, which were, therefore, 
lost due to the Corps’ operation.  
 
6. Gavins Point Dam Flow Increase:  Following the completion of the spring pulse on May 27, 2009, 
releases out of Gavins Point Dam were cycled with one high-day release of 23,000 cfs followed by 2 days 
of lower releases of 20,000 cfs.  The cycling was done to prevent the birds from nesting on low elevation 
sandbars.  However, 23,000 cfs was not completely inundating the sandbar at RM 807.2.  Missouri River 
Basin Water Management Division determined that releases to support navigation would have to be 
increased above 23,000 cfs eventually during the summer.  To prevent the possibility of an even higher take 
at RM 807.2, a decision was made to make the high-water–day release, beginning on June 3, 2009, a total 
of 26,000 cfs, an increase of 3,000 cfs. 
 
At the time of the increase in the flows on June 3 there were four piping plover nests with 15 eggs on the 
sandbar at RM 807.2 (all new nests initiated after the spring pulse flows).  Three of the nests containing 11 
eggs were lost to inundation.  Furthermore, five plover nests containing 19 eggs at sandbars at RM 808.2, 
807.3, and 804.6 were also lost to inundation.  None of these five nests were previously listed as being at 
risk by the survey crew.  It was later determined that these three sandbars had last been surveyed on May 
27, 2009, when releases out of the dam were 18,700 cfs, and the sandbars had never been surveyed when 
releases were at 23,000 cfs.  Based on visits to the sandbars during low release periods, the crew did not 
believe the nests to be at risk.  Nonetheless, the nests were lost due to Corps operations with the total loss 
from the 3,000-cfs increase being 8 piping plover nests and 30 eggs. 
 
RPM 2.2 - Adult and Chick Mortality 
 
As per RPM 2.2, survey crews were instructed to try and determine a cause of death for piping plover 
adults and chicks found on site.  If a cause of death could not be determined and the specimen was fresh 
(little to no decomposition), the specimen was then sent to the NWHC in Madison, Wisconsin for analysis. 
 
In 2009, the remains of one piping plover adult, and eleven chicks were found by survey crews.  The 
specimens are listed by segment and date. 
 
Fort Peck Lake Segment (1 chick): 
 June 22, 2009:  The cause of death of the chick was undetermined, and the chick was disposed of 
on-site. 
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Lake Sakakawea Segment (2 chicks): 
July 21, 2009:  Two chicks, approximately 2 to 3 days old, were found on Fox Island in the Van 
Hook Arm.  The chicks were collected by members of the USGS crew for necropsy. 
 
Lake Oahe Segment (1 adult): 
June 30, 2009:  Numerous feathers from an adult plover were found in a nest bowl located at 
Charlie Creek Bay. The loss was attributed to predation. 
 
4. Fort Randall River Segment (1 chick): 
 July 23. 2009: A 16- to 20-day-old chick was found on the sandbar at RM 866.5.  The chick was 
too decomposed to make a determination of the cause of death. 
 
5. Lewis and Clark Lake Segment (3 chicks): 
 June 25, 2009:  A 1- to 5-day-old chick was found on the constructed sandbar at RM 826.3.  The 
chick was collected by researchers from the Virginia Polytechnic Institute. 
 July 21, 2009:  Parts of a 21- to 24-day-old chick were found on the constructed sandbar at RM 
826.6.  The loss was attributed to predation by a mink. 
 August 5, 2009:  One 6- to 10-day-old chick was found in late stage decomposition at the 
constructed sandbar at RM 826.3.  A cause of death could not be determined. 
 
6. Gavins Point River (4 chicks) 
July 6, 2009:  On the constructed sandbar at RM 774.0, a 1-day-old chick associated with Nest 
0910187 was found just outside the nest bowl.  Unhatched eggs were still in the nest bowl.  The chick had 
been banded by researchers from the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.  The weather was hot and humid.  The 
remains were collected and sent to the NWHC lab for necropsy. 
July 6, 2009:  On the constructed sandbar at RM 777.7, two 1-day-old chicks were found.  No 
obvious signs pointed to the cause of death for the chicks.  One chick had been banded by researchers from 
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.  The weather was hot and humid.  The remains were collected and sent 
to the NWHC lab for necropsy. 
July 7, 2009:  On the sandbar at RM 782.5, a 2-day-old chick was found.  The chick had been 
banded by researchers from the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.  The cause of death could not be determined, 
and the chick was too decayed to be sent to the NWHC lab for necropsy. 
 
IV.C.4.d.  RPM 3 – The Corps shall coordinate regularly with the USFWS to ensure that operations 
minimize take 
 
Throughout the nesting season representatives of the Corps’ Missouri River Basin Water Management 
Division and Threatened & Endangered Species Section and Service held conference calls with the 
USFWS every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday to discuss water releases from the Missouri River dams 
and their effects on Least Terns.  These calls were used to discuss impending changes to water release 
schedules relative to nests and sandbars that have been identified as “at risk” due to Corps operations, to 
assess risk, and to discuss alternatives to proposed actions.  The calls provided timely information 
throughout the 2009 nesting season and helped to minimize incidental take by Corps operations.  
 
IV.C.4.e.  RPM 4 – Moving eggs to higher elevations to avoid flooding 
 
In 2009, 22 plover nests were moved to a higher location to avoid loss by flooding, 4 nests were raised in 
place to provide a higher elevation, and 3 nests were both moved and raised.  Table 11 shows the results of 
these three actions.  These three management actions resulted in 19% of the nests successfully hatching.  
The greatest loss of nests was due to flooding, with 59% lost.  Other losses included weather (1), nest 
abandonment (3), and destroyed but no evidence (2).  For two nests, a nest fate could not be determined 
whether the nest was destroyed or the eggs hatched. 
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Table 11.  Piping Plover Nest Moving and Raising, 2009 
          Unsuccessful Nests by Cause 
      Undeter. % Nest         No 
Type Nests Success Fate Success Flooded Weather Predation Abandoned Evidence 
Moved 22 5 2 25.0 11 1 0 2 1 
Raised 4 0 0 0.0 3 0 0 1 0 
Moved & Raised 3 0 0 0.0 2 0 0 0 1 
Total 29 5 2 18.5 16 1 0 3 2 
*% Nest Success = Successful Nests/(Total Nests – Undetermined Fate Nests)   
 
 
IV.C.4.f.  RPM 5 – The Corps shall implement public information and education programs to 
increase public awareness to reduce take of nesting piping plovers 
 
RPM 5.2 – Outreach Efforts 
 
Outreach efforts in 2009 included presentations before civic organizations, schools, environmental groups; 
at campfire programs; talking to the public in the field; the writing of articles for area newspapers; and the 
distribution of the “Missouri River Species at Risk” brochure to area businesses and the public. 
 
RPM 5.3 – Human Restriction Measures 
 
For information on the placement of restriction signs to deter human disturbance of piping plover breeding 
sites, please see least tern RPM 6. 
 
IV.C.4.g.  RPM 6 – The Corps shall implement appropriate predator management techniques 
 
RPM 6.1 - Predator Trapping 
 
In 2009, the Corps contracted with the USDA-WS to trap Great Horned Owls on sandbars used by piping 
plovers at two locations on the Lewis and Clark Lake Segment and five locations on the Gavins Point River 
Segment. A summary of the trapping effort can be found under least tern RPM 1.2c. 
 
RPM 6.2 - Predator Exclosures 
 
Wire-mesh cages were used in 2009 to protect piping plover nests from mammalian and avian predators.  
The cages consist of 3-foot by 3-foot by 3-foot wire mesh containing 2-by-4-inch openings  The cages were 
placed over the piping plover nest and anchored into the substrate with metal stakes at the four corners.  
After placing the cage, the surveyors retreat and watch the cage to ensure that the piping plover returns to 
the nest inside the cage.  If the piping plover refuses to enter the cage, the cage is removed.  When a nest is 
terminated the cage is removed. 
 
As a general rule, cages were placed over piping plover nests located on riverine segments; however, for 
nests on the reservoirs, the survey crew exercises its judgment whether or not to place cages.  The rationale 
for not placing cages over nests on reservoirs is that most piping plover nests on reservoirs are in remote, 
spread out locations and may not be subject to predator pressure.  Table 12 shows by segment the number 
of caged nests, the number successful nests that were caged, percent success, the number of nests that were 
not caged, the number of successful nests that were not caged and percent success.  In 2009, 62.4% 
(376/603) of all piping plover nests were caged.  Overall, nest success was far higher for caged piping 
plover nests at 64.3% compared to 23.8% for non-caged nests.  However, the role predation, the reason for 
caging nests, played in nest success is unknown   
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Table 12.  Piping Plover Caged vs. Non-Caged Nests by Segment, 2009 
    Success Un. Fate % Success   Un. Fate Success 
% 
Success   
  Caged Caged Caged Caged Non-Caged 
Non-
caged 
Non-
Caged 
Non-
Caged 
% 
Nests 
Segment Nests Nests Nests Nests* Nests** Nests Nests** Nests* Caged 
Fort Peck Lake 0 0  0 0 6  1 1 20.0 0 
Lake Sakakawea 6 3  0 50.0 69  9 8 13.3 8 
Garrison River 129 73  10 61.3 37  1 11 30.6 78 
Lake Oahe 71 26  11 43.3 25  2 2 8.7 74 
Fort Randall River 5 4  1 100.0 5  0 1 20.0 50 
Lewis and Clark Lake 40 31  4 86.1 40  3 26 70.3 50 
Gavins Point River 125 85  5 70.8 45  1 3 6.8 74 
Total 376 222  31 64.3 227  17 50 23.8 62 
*% Successful = Successful Nests/(Total Nests – Undetermined Fate Nests) 
**Not included in the non-caged nests and successful non-caged nests are the 17 piping plover broods that were never found 
as nests 
 
 
The causes for nest losses for caged vs. non-caged nests are shown in Table 13.  Predation was the cause of 
loss for 1.9% (7/376) of the caged nests and for 11.5% (26/227) of the losses for non-caged nests.  The 
highest percent of nest losses for caged nests were due to weather events (10.6%), where there was not 
enough evidence to determine the cause of the nest loss (9.3%) and nest abandonment (8.2%). In addition 
to the above, for 8.2% of the caged nests a nest fate could not be determined. For non-caged nests, the 
highest losses were where there was not enough evidence to determine the cause of the nest loss (20.7%), 
flooding (19.8%), weather (12.8%), and predation (11.5%).  
 
Table 13.  Piping Plover Caged vs. Non-Caged Nests by Cause 
of Non-Success, 2009 
  Number (%) Number (%) 
Cause Caged Nests Non-Caged Nests 
Flooding 7 (1.9) 45 (19.8) 
Weather 40 (10.6) 29 (12.8) 
Predation 7 (1.9) 26 (11.5) 
Bank Erosion 1 (0.3) 0 (0.0) 
Human 
Disturbance 2 (0.5) 1 (0.4) 
Livestock 0 (0.0) 3 (1.3) 
Wildlife 0 (0.0) 3(1.3) 
No Evidence 35 (9.3) 47 (20.7) 
Abandoned 31 (8.2) 6 (2.6) 
Undetermined Fate 31 (8.2) 17 (7.5) 
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IV.C.4.h.  RPM 8 – The Corps shall develop and implement a program to monitor and evaluate the 
effectiveness of constructed sandbars as nesting habitat for piping plovers…The Corps will monitor 
and evaluate its actions relating to the rehabilitation of existing sandbars… 
 
Constructed Sandbars 
 
In 2004, the Corps began constructing sandbars in the Gavins Point River Segment to provide nesting 
habitat for piping plovers. In 2004, a sandbar complex was completed at RM 755.0.  This complex was 
augmented by two new complexes at RM 770.0 and RM 761.3, which were completed in time for the 2005 
nesting season.  In the fall of 2007, three new complexes were constructed at RM 791.5, RM 777.7, and 
RM 775.0 for the 2008 nesting season.  In the fall of 2008, two more complexes were constructed at RM 
795.5 and RM 774.0 for the 2009 nesting season. 
 
In the fall of 2006 and the spring of 2007, construction on a sandbar complex in the Lewis and Clark Lake 
Segment at RM 826.5 was begun.  Work continued on this complex in between nesting seasons in the fall 
of 2007 and the fall of 2008. 
 
Piping plovers used all nine constructed sandbar complexes in 2009 (It should be noted that erosion has 
greatly reduced the size of the constructed sandbars at RM 770. and 755.0.).  Tables 14 and 15 present data 
on nest success on the constructed sandbars versus the non-constructed sandbars on the Lewis and Clark 
Lake and the Gavins Point River Segments.  Table 14 shows that almost all of the plover nests for the 
Lewis and Clark Lake Segment were found on the constructed sandbar complex and that they had a high 
nest success.  Table 15 shows that the nests on the constructed sandbar complexes outnumbered the non-
constructed nests 4 to 1 (132/32) on the Gavins Point River Segment.  The nest success on the constructed 
sandbars was over three times (81.2/18.8) that on non-constructed sandbars, with the non-constructed 
sandbars showing poor nest success nest success in 2009. 
 
Table 14.  Piping Plover Nest Success on Constructed vs. Non-Constructed Sandbars – Lewis 
and Clark Lake Segment, 2009 
  Total   Not Undetermined % % of Total 
Habitat Type Nests Successful  Successful Fate Successful * Nests 
Constructed 77 55 15 7 78.6 96.2 
Non-
Constructed 3 0 3 0 0.0 3.8 
Total 80 55 18 7 75.3 100 
*% Successful = Successful Nests/(Total Nests – Undetermined Fate Nests)  
 
Table 15.  Piping Plover Nest Success on Constructed vs. Non-Constructed Sandbars – Gavins 
Point River Segment, 2009 
  Total   Not Undetermined % % of Total 
Habitat Type Nests Successful  Successful Fate Successful * Nests 
Constructed 138 83 50 5 62.4 81.2 
Non-
Constructed 32 6 25 1 19.4 18.8 
Total 170 89 75 6 54.3 100 
*% Successful = Successful Nests/(Total Nests – Undetermined Fate Nests)  
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Tables 16 and 17 show the number of adults, percent of total adults, number of fledglings, percent of total 
fledglings, and fledge ratios for constructed versus non-constructed sandbars for the two segments.  Table 
16 shows that, almost all of the adults and all of the fledglings were on the constructed sandbars on the 
Lewis and Clark Lake Segment.  The constructed sandbars had a very high fledge ratio of 1.83 fledglings 
per adult pair.  This fledge ratio was 1.5 times higher than the BiOp fledge ratio goal of 1.22 for piping 
plovers.  On the Gavins Point River Segment, an overwhelming majority of the adults and fledglings were 
on the constructed sandbars as compared to the non-constructed bars, as shown in Table 17.  The fledge 
ratio on the constructed sandbars of 1.18 was close to, but below, the BiOp goal of 1.22.  On the non-
Constructed sandbars, the fledge ratio of 0.29 was far below that of the BiOp goal. 
 
Table 16.  Piping Plover Adults, Fledglings, and Fledge Ratios on Constructed vs. Non-
Constructed Sandbars – Lewis and Clark Lake Segment, 2009 
    % of Total   % of Total Fledge 
Habitat Type Adults Adults Fledglings Fledglings Ratio 
Constructed 120 98.4 110 100 1.83 
Non-Constructed 2 1.6 0 0 0 
Total 122 100 110 100 1.80 
 
Table 17.  Piping Plover Adults, Fledglings, and Fledge Ratios on Constructed vs. Non-
Constructed Sandbars – Gavins Point River Segment, 2009 
    % of Total   % of Total Fledge 
Habitat Type Adults Adults Fledglings Fledglings Ratio 
Constructed 217 91.2 127 97.7 1.17 
Non-Constructed 21 8.8 3 2.3 0.29 
Total 238 100 130 100 1.09 
 
 
Rehabilitated Sandbars 
 
The Corps conducted vegetation modification in previous years on existing sandbars on the Lake Oahe, 
Fort Randall River, Lewis and Clark Lake, and Gavins Point River Segments.  Vegetation modification 
includes the herbicide spraying of vegetation or herbicide spraying followed by the mowing of the 
vegetation.  However, no vegetation spraying has been done since 2006 on the Lake Oahe Segment and 
since 2005 on the other three segments.  The last mowing was done in the spring of 2007 on all four 
segments.  In the 2 years following 2007, vegetation has grown up on the treated sites leaving little 
different between the treated and non-treated sites.  Therefore, no analysis of rehabilitated sites was done in 
2009. 
 
IV.C.5.  Kansas River Piping Plover Incidental Take and RPMs  
 
IV.C.5.1.  Incidental Take 
 
No piping plover adults, chicks, or eggs were lost on the Kansas River in 2009 due to Corps’ operations. 
 
IV.C.5.2.  RPM 1 – Survey and Monitor Piping Plovers, Mortality and Incidental Take 
 
RPM 1.1 – Summary of Monitoring Results 
 
In 2009, the Kansas River Segment was surveyed 13 times between May 20 and August 5, 2009.  During 
these surveys, one plover was observed on May 29 near the Belvue sandbar.  This was the only observation 
of a piping plover on the Kansas River in 2009. 
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IV.D.  Bald Eagle Summary 
 
The bald eagle was reclassified as threatened in 1995 and was removed from the Federal threatened and 
endangered species list on August 8, 2007.  However, the bald eagle is still protected by the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA), and the Corps will continue to follow 
the recommendations of the BiOp.  If the USFWS issued a biological opinion to a Federal agency for a take 
under the Endangered Species Act, the Federal agency should evaluate the action under BGEPA and 
submit an evaluation to the USFWS, indicating if the action constitutes a take under BGEPA.  If the action 
constitutes a take under BGEPA, the Federal agency can request that the USFWS apply the remedy in the 
biological opinion to the take under BGEPA.  It is the responsibility of the Federal agency taking action to 
notify and consult with the USFWS regarding potential for a take under BGEPA. 
 
Corps cottonwood management team members continued to oversee the contract to conduct and write a 
Programmatic Environmental Assessment and Cottonwood Management Plan in 2009.  The draft 
Cottonwood Management Plan/Environmental Assessment was completed and submitted for internal 
review within the Corps.  The Corps’ contractor organized and conducted the Habitat Evaluation 
Procedures (HEP) Analysis for Cottonwood Riparian Community Workshop, held March 30-April 3, 2009, 
in Vermillion, South Dakota.  The workshop was conducted by the Corps, ERDC, the University of South 
Dakota (USD), South Dakota State University (SDSU), and the contractor.  The purposes of the workshop 
were to present draft alternatives for habitat restoration in Segment 10 and obtain input.  Work on the 
model continued through the fall of 2009, culminating in two reports, the model documentation and the 
Decision Support Structure report.  The model for Segment 10 is anticipated to be completed in 2010.  
Completion of other priority river segments is anticipated by 2016, pending funding. 
 
The Corps continued to oversee another contract to organize, conduct, analyze, and summarize vegetation 
sampling along seven segments [Segments 2 (Fort Peck Dam to Lake Sakakawea Headwaters near 
Williston, North Dakota), 4 (Garrison Dam to Lake Oahe Headwaters near Bismarck, North Dakota), 6 
(Oahe Dam to Big Bend Dam), 8 (Fort Randall Dam to Niobrara River), 9 (Niobrara River to Lewis and 
Clark Lake, and Lewis and Clark Lake), 10 (Gavins Point Dam to Ponca, Nebraska), and 13 (Platte River 
to Kansas City, Missouri)] of the Missouri River.  Segment 2 serves as a reference condition segment since 
it has not been altered dramatically.  The contractor includes researchers, professors, and graduate students 
from SDSU, USD, Benedictine College, and USGS. 
 
During the summer of 2009, the USD team completed spot sampling necessary to fill in areas where 
additional data were needed.  The USD team is compiling data from all years of sampling into a final 
report, due to the Corps in December 2009. 
 
Several cottonwood management team members delivered several presentations at a session focused on the 
cottonwood management program at the MRNRC Conference and BiOp Forum, which was held March 24-
27, 2009 in Billings, Montana.  Team members also delivered several papers at the NCER in Los Angeles, 
California on July 20-24, 2009. 
 
2009 MRNRC Conference & BiOp Forum; Cottonwoods Session 
 
Mark Dixon. – “Geographic Variation in Landscape Dynamics and Vegetation Patterns along the Missouri 
River, Montana to Kansas City”  
 
Lisa Rabbe – “Landscape and Vegetative Forecasting for the Missouri River”  
 
Kelly Burks-Copes – “Coupling Conceptual Models with GIS to Develop a Community-based Index Model 
for the Cottonwood Management Plan” 
 
Suzanne Boltz – “Using Adaptive Management to Address Uncertainty in the Management of Missouri 
River Cottonwoods”  
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Kelly Burks-Copes – “Using GIS and Multi Criteria Decision Analysis to Select Restoration and 
Preservation Sites for the Cottonwood Management Plan”  
 
3rd NCER 
 
Lisa A Rabbe, Kristine Nemec, Kelly Burks-Copes and Suzie Boltz – Modeling Cottonwood Habitat and 
Forecasting Landscape Changes along the Missouri River 
 
Kelly A. Burks-Copes, Lisa A. Rabbe, Suzanne Boltz, Kristine Nemec, Antisa C. Webb and Greg Kiker – 
Using GIS and Multi Criteria Decision Analysis to Select Restoration and Preservation Sites for the 
Missouri River Cottonwood Management Plan 
 
Kelly A. Burks-Copes, Lisa A. Rabbe, Ondrea C. Hummel, Andrea K. Catanzaro and 
Antisa C. Webb – Incorporating GIS into the Development of Community-Based Index Models to Better 
Capture the Watershed Response to Proposed Planning Designs 
 
Suzanne Boltz, Lisa A. Rabbe, Kelly A. Burks-Copes, Kristine Nemec, Richard Pfingsten and Sarah Koser 
– Using Adaptive Management to Address Uncertainty in the Management of Missouri River 
Cottonwoods.   
 
Kelly A. Burks-Copes, Lisa A. Rabbe, Suzanne Boltz, Kristine Nemec, Antisa C. Webb and Greg Kiker – 
Coupling Conceptual Models with GIS to Develop a Community-based Index Model for the Missouri 
River Cottonwood Management Plan 
 
IV.E.  Water Quality Monitoring Program  
 
The Water Quality Monitoring Program (WQMP) was initiated in 2008 in response to specific data needs 
for the MRRP.  The WQMP addresses specific BiOp and Mitigation Project requirements because water is 
a key component of fish habitat.  More specifically, the WQMP focuses on the endangered pallid sturgeon, 
native Missouri River fish species, and their habitats (water).  The focus of the MQMP is: 
• the Missouri River main stem from Gavins Point Dam to the confluence with the Mississippi 
River, 
• tributary influences within this reach, and 
• created habitats within this reach.  
 
The WQMP interacts with a variety of different internal and external stakeholders.  External stakeholders 
include Federal agencies (e.g., USFWS, USGS), Tribal governments, State agencies, and other interested 
basin stakeholders.  The WQMP PDT includes the WQMP Lead, Water Quality Unit Team Leader – 
Omaha District, HAMP Project Manager (PM), Pallid Sturgeon Population Assessment PM, Environmental 
Planner – Kansas City District, and Environmental Planner – Omaha District.   
 
IV.E.1.  WQMP Goal 
  
The goal of the WQMP is to assess the chemical and biological variables of the main-stem river, tributaries, 
and created habitats to the pallid sturgeon, other native fish species, and aquatic communities.  Water 
quality parameters and biological communities can both serve as indicators of quality water.  Such 
communities may include phytoplankton, zooplankton, and macro-invertebrates.  More specifically, the 
WQMP addresses the following questions:  
 
1. Determine if water quality is a potential limiting factor for the recovery of fish and wildlife 
populations along the Missouri River:  
a. Are key water quality parameters in the river supportive of pallid sturgeon recovery 
(e.g., dissolved oxygen, temperature, turbidity)? 
b. Are contaminants at levels high enough to negatively impact pallid sturgeon recovery 
efforts (e.g., metals, emerging contaminants/endocrine disruptors, pesticides)? 
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2. Monitor the status (current) and trends (long-term) of water quality within the main-stem 
Missouri River, tributary inflows, and created habitats 
a. Are there any chemical/biological differences between the created sites and the main 
stem and tributaries?  
b. Do the created habitat sites have differing primary and secondary productivity than the 
main stem and tributaries? 
c. What nutrients/contaminants are present in the river and major tributaries, and what is 
their potential contribution to this system? 
 
IV.E.2.  WQMP Status Update 
  
Work completed for the WQMP during 2009 included the collection of water quality data from 11 main 
stem sites, 16 tributaries, and 6 created habitat sites.  Sampling occurred from April through September, 
which resulted in at least four trips to all of the sites with several locations having more samples taken.  The 
sampling was conducted by water quality staff from the Omaha District (6 main stem sites) and water 
quality staff from the Kansas City District (remainder of the sites).  Measurements taken by field staff 
included: temperature, dissolved oxygen, specific conductance, turbidity, pH, and chlorophyll A.  Water 
samples were sent to contract labs for additional analysis.  Parameters analyzed at the laboratory include: 
ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, total kjeldahl nitrogen, total nitrogen, total phosphorus, dissolved orthophosphate, 
total suspended solids, alkalinity, and total organic carbon.  Additionally, during August, samples were 
collected to analyze for metals (arsenic, copper, lead, manganese, mercury, and selenium). 
 
Interesting observations worth noting for 2009:  
 
• Nutrient concentrations were not significantly different between the main-stem sites and the 
created habitats.  This could be an artifact of a small sample size or, more realistically, the state of 
the development of the chutes toward the desired created habitats that may demonstrate a change 
in water quality levels.   
• Limited visual observations at Californian Bend (IA) suggest there may be differences between 
backwater and main-stem habitats. 
• Limited visual observations at the Lisbon Bottoms chute (naturally formed) suggest there is 
greater habitat diversity (woody debris, variable depths, and diversity in velocities) relative to 
other created habitats.  This may result in differences in water quality and primary and secondary 
productivity. 
 
2010 look ahead: 
 
• Conduct site characterization surveys of Wolf Creek mitigation site and potentially other created 
habitat / mitigation sites (e.g. Cora Island, Benedictine Bottoms); 
• Continue ambient monitoring efforts of the main-stem, tributaries and created habitats; 
• Expand primary productivity monitoring at created habitat sites; 
• Explore emerging contaminants/endocrine disruptors within the main stem. 
 
 
V.  Public Involvement and Coordination 
 
V.A.  Missouri River Recovery Implementation Committee 
 
The Missouri River Recovery Implementation Committee (MRRIC or Committee) is comprised of 70 
sovereign and stakeholder representatives from all parts of the Missouri River Basin.  The Secretary of the 
Army adopted the Charter for MRRIC on July 1, 2008, pursuant to congressional authorization set forth in 
the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA 2007).  The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil 
Works [CW]) appointed MRRIC members during fall of 2008, and the first Committee meeting was held in 
St. Louis, Missouri, September 29-October 1, 2008. 
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PURPOSES:  MRRIC’s purposes include:  
• Providing guidance to federal agencies on the existing Missouri River recovery plan, including 
priorities for recovery work and implementing changes based on the results of adaptive 
management 
• Providing guidance to federal agencies on a long-term study of the Missouri River and its 
tributaries to identify actions to recover species listed under the ESA, mitigate aquatic and 
terrestrial habitat losses, and restore the ecosystem to prevent further declines of native species 
• Developing recommendations that recognize the social, economic, and cultural interests of 
stakeholders; mitigate the impacts on those interests; and advance the multiple uses of the river. 
 
ORIGINS:  In 1989, the Corps announced it would undertake a revision of the Master Manual, the basic 
water management tool for the river.  The revision process coincided with the listing of the pallid sturgeon, 
least tern, and piping plover as threatened or endangered species under the federal ESA; the issuance by the 
USFWS of the BiOp on steps necessary to recovery these species; and extensive federal and state court 
litigation on water management and species recovery issues.  When the Corps finalized the revised Master 
Manual in 2004, the agency committed to establishing a sovereign and stakeholder group, to be known as 
the Missouri River Recovery Implementation Committee, or MRRIC. 
 
Commencing in 2005, the Corps, USFWS, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other federal 
agencies enlisted the assistance of the U.S. Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution (USIECR) to 
develop a process for establishing MRRIC.  These steps included a situation assessment3
 
 that concluded 
that a group like the MRRIC was needed to assist in coordination of recovery actions in the basin but 
federal leadership would be required to establish the Committee.  In response, the Missouri River Basin 
Interagency Roundtable (MRBIR), a regional forum for federal agencies, established a Federal Working 
Group (FWG) to guide MRRIC’s creation.   
The FWG concluded that the first step was to convene a Planning Group to draft a governing document for 
MRRIC.  The federal agencies invited basin state governors and tribal chairpersons to appoint 
representatives to participate in the Planning Group process.  At the same time, the USIECR accepted and 
reviewed applications from the public, nongovernmental stakeholders, and local governments in the basin 
for membership on the Committee. 
 
The MRRIC Planning Group consisted of a Drafting Team and a Review Panel.  The Drafting Team held 
ten meetings at almost monthly intervals in different locations in and near the basin.  Members of the 
Review Panel had a significant role in determining the final recommendations of the Drafting Team by 
providing them with feedback, comments, and suggested improvements on preliminary drafts of the 
recommended Charter for MRRIC. 
The Planning Group proposed a Charter to the Secretary of the Army in February 2008, and the Assistant 
Secretary of the Army (CW) approved the Charter at the Planning Group’s last meeting in St. Louis, 
Missouri, on July 1, 2008. 
MEMBERSHIP:  MRRIC’s membership includes representatives of federal agencies (The Corps and 
USFWS serve as lead agencies.), eight states, up to 28 Tribes, and 16 stakeholder categories (28 total 
stakeholder members).  After adoption of the Charter, states and Tribes were invited to appoint 
representatives.  An announcement was published in the Federal Register inviting applications for the 
stakeholder positions.  In September 2008, the Corps’ Northwestern Division, tasked by the Assistant 
Secretary of Army (CW) to implement the Charter, made appointments to MRRIC. Members were 
encouraged to recruit alternates for their positions.  
MEETINGS:  MRRIC held its first meeting in St. Louis on September 29-October 1, 2008.  Members 
agreed to meet six times during the first year. To allow MRRIC members to better understand the basin, 
                                                 
3 The Situation Assessment Report is available at http://missouririver.ecr.gov/pdf/FINAL_SARTR.pdf 
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subsequent meetings were held in Omaha, Nebraska (December 16-18, 2008); Council Bluffs, Iowa 
(January 26-29, 2009); Overland Park, Kansas (March 3 - 5, 2009); Bismarck, North Dakota (May 12-14, 
2009); Pierre, South Dakota (July 21-23, 2009); Great Falls, Montana (September 22-24, 2009); and 
Cheyenne, Wyoming (November 3-5, 2009).  
A typical MRRIC meeting starts on a Monday with an optional field trip introducing members to river-
related features or issues in the vicinity.  These field trips have included tours of dams, irrigation projects, 
fish hatcheries, water supply and treatment facilities, and a tribal cultural center.  The field trips include 
presentations and conversations with local water users and project managers.   
 
A formal MRRIC meeting begins on a Tuesday morning and concludes at noon on Thursday.  Plenary 
sessions are held each day and consist of agency reports, other information presentations, and business 
sessions to adopt recommendations or make other decisions.  Much of MRRIC’s work occurs in work 
groups, which meet once or twice during the 3-day meeting.  Each day includes opportunities for public 
comment.  Evening social events are often educational as well, with visits to, for example, local marinas, or 
lectures on basin topics. 
ORGANIZATION:  MRRIC selects its Chair, Vice Chair, and facilitation team.  The USIECR provides 
support services to MRRIC under a contract with the federal agencies and contracts with the Chair and the 
facilitation team. 
The Committee has established six work groups consisting of MRRIC members, alternates, and agency 
staff.  The Agenda Work Group develops the agenda for each MRRIC meeting.  The 
Communications/Information Technology Work Group advises on MRRIC websites, plans webinar 
programs, conducts annual self-assessments, prepares the annual report, and is developing a comprehensive 
communications plan.  The Recovery Plan Work Group develops recommendations for the Corps’ existing 
recovery program.  The Ecosystem Restoration Plan Work Group works on issues related to the Corps’ 
long-term restoration plan known as the Missouri River Ecosystem Restoration Plan (MRERP).  The 
Integrated Science Program Work Group is developing an independent science program and is addressing 
other science-related issues.  The Nominating Work Group developed processes for selecting MRRIC’s 
leadership and facilitation team and renewing and filling membership vacancies; it is currently working on 
membership recruitment.  
 
The work groups are indispensable for carrying on MRRIC’s work.  The groups meet by facilitated 
conference calls at least twice between meetings.  They help prepare presentations for plenary sessions and 
develop recommendations for MRRIC’s consideration. 
ACHIEVEMENTS:  Because MRRIC approves its recommendations by consensus, each proposal is fully 
vetted through work group deliberations and discussions at one or more MRRIC meetings.  While this 
process is often tedious, it encourages informed decision-making and widespread agreement for adopted 
recommendations.  During its first year, MRRIC has achieved the following: 
• Adopting internal Operating Procedures and Ground Rules and establishing a series of specialized 
work groups allowing MRRIC to work efficiently 
• Selecting an interim chair, the initial chair and vice-chair, and a facilitation team 
• Becoming rapidly educated on a range of topics that are at the heart of the Committee’s mandate, 
including the existing MRRP, MRERP, and the status of threatened and endangered species, 
among many others 
• Developing multifaceted ways to engage with federal agencies on a wide range of concerns, 
including a partnered independent science program 
• Approving the first substantive recommendations to federal agencies addressing the endangered 
pallid sturgeon and the purpose and need for the Corps’ long-term river restoration plan 
(MRERP). 
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V.B.  Information and Data Advisory (IDA) Team 
 
V.B.1.  Introduction 
 
The mission of the IDA Team is to provide support and guidance to the MRRP for the effective collection, 
storage, and distribution of data, knowledge, and information to enable efficient communication and 
execution of MRRP resources.  The IDA Team is comprised of personnel from the Corps’ Northwestern 
Division, ERDC, and Omaha and Kansas City Districts and contract personnel.   
 
Efforts completed in 2009 include: 
1. Deployed the new and improved MRRP website, 
2. Continued expansion of the use of Collaboration Sites, 
3. Improvements to the Project Work Request Manager, and an 
4. eGIS Mapping Application 
 
V.B.2.  The Official MRRP Web Site 
 
During FY 2008, the official MRRP website was launched using the purchased domain name.  The launch 
occurred on December 31, 2007.  Since then, the content provided on the site has been increasing and the 
hits received have tripled over the past year. 
 
Efforts were made to make content easier to find and to make the separate sections more identifiable.  To 
help with the navigation, the number of parent tabs was increased.  Two tabs were added for the Missouri 
River Ecosystem Restoration Program (MRERP) and MRRIC.  Also, along with these two new tabs, the 
content for them was expanded greatly.  The new and improved website was rolled out in November 2009. 
 
Domains or Uniform Resource Locators (URL) for the MRRP sites 
  MRRP Home Page   http://www.moriverrecovery.org 
  MRERP   http://www.mrerp.org 
  MRRIC   http://www.mrric.org 
 
 
V.B.3.  Team Collaboration Software 
 
Team collaboration software is used to facilitate teams in working together collectively while located 
remotely from each other.  The software enables real-time collaboration, which can include the sharing of 
calendars, collective writing, e-mail handling, shared database access, and electronic meetings.  In 2007, 
WebEx was selected to fill a short-term role as the collaboration software for the MRRP.  Below are the 
sites that are currently setup and currently using WebEx. 
 
Current Team Collaboration Sites on WebEx 
  MRRP Page   http://www.moriverrecovery.webexone.com 
  MRERP   http://www.moriver.webexone.com 
  MRERP Technical Team   https://mrerptechteam.webexone.com 
  MRERP Cooperating Agencies Team    https://mrerpcat.webexone.com 
  MRRIC   https://mrric.webexone.com 
  Lower Yellowstone Project (Intake Dam)   https://yellowstoneintake.webexone.com 
 
 
V.B.4.  Project Work Request (PWR) Manager 
 
The PWR Manager (http://www.moriverrecovery.org/mrrp/f?p=108) allows the sub-program team leaders 
to input their PWRs and provides a tool for those teams to group and prioritize their PWRs for the Senior 
Product Delivery Team (SPDT).  The SPDT can then rank all the PWRs, based upon three different budget 
levels, and develop their work plan for any given year.  Improvement of the PWR Manager is continuing.  
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Over this past year much improvement was performed on the work process and the ranking tool which is 
used by the SPDT. 
 
V.B.5.  Enterprise Geographic Information Systems (eGIS)  
 
The eGIS team is responsible for geospatial data consolidation and database management for the MRRP.  
Combined efforts between the Corps’ Omaha and Kansas City Districts involve the consolidation of 
geospatial data into one centralized geodatabase and provide GIS users with access to the most current data.  
This centralized database is now available through a public-accessible mapping site, 
www.moriverrecovery.com.   
 
Currently, two map views are available, the Missouri River Basin Map and the Missouri River Historical 
Map.  The Missouri River Basin Map view is a base map for the basin and includes features such as aerial 
photography, public lands, and mitigation sites.  This map view gives users the opportunity to view map 
data throughout the basin, to perform detailed searches of information, and to print customized maps for 
their use. 
 
The Missouri River Historical Map view gives users the ability to visualize the historic Missouri River.  
Mapping efforts by the Missouri River Commission in 1879 and 1894 produced historic data sets, including 
detailed land cover along the river and historic and cultural features.  Original sets of these maps are 
available through this map view. 
 
The eGIS team has also developed a series of templates that provide continuity for mapping prepared for 
the MRRP.  Templates are available in numerous page and scale sizes and can be applied to existing or new 
mapping products.  Using these templates, base maps at a basin wide scale, 1:150,000 scale, 1:24,000 scale, 
and 1:12,000 scale have been created that illustrate basic features along the Missouri River. 
 
Mitigation land-cover mapping has been developed for over 60 active Mitigation Project and MRRP 
project sites.  Land-cover series exist and are currently being developed to display time-of-purchase land 
cover conditions, current baseline, and desired conditions maps  
 
In an effort to provide one location for all mapping products, datasets, online applications, and mapping 
resources, the eGIS team developed the eGIS Clearinghouse.  The eGIS Clearinghouse is a data repository 
that provides direct access to mapping products, GIS database files, and eGIS mapping resources.  All 
mapping products prepared for the MRRP are made available through the eGIS Clearinghouse located 
within WebEx:  https://moriverrecovery.webexone.com 
 
.   
Future efforts for the eGIS team in 2010 include:  
• Additional Missouri River Basin Map website development 
• Additional Mitigation Project mapping to include new site compilation and updates to 20% of 
Mitigation Project sites. 
 
V.C.  Communications Plan Implementation 
 
In 2009, the MRRP Communication Team continued communication activities in support of the MRRP and 
its components. Communication activities this year focused on development of collateral materials and 
interaction with stakeholders and the public.  
 
A key member of the MRRP Communication Team is the MRRP communication consultant, Katz and 
Associates (K&A).  K&A developed the following communications informational materials to distribute 
MRRP messages and information to stakeholders: 
 
• Drafted, designed and distributed four quarterly Newsletters (winter, spring, summer and fall 
2009) 
• Developed and designed eleven monthly E-Bulletins (January through November 2009) to keep 
team members up-to-date on MRRP news.  More than 500 contacts, including internal Corps team 
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members, MRRIC members, and other interested stakeholders receive the notices when these 
bulletins are published on a monthly basis. 
• Reprinted the following four fact sheets: 
1. Least Tern & Piping Plover 
2. Monitoring Program: Using the Best Available Science 
3. Spring Rise & the Missouri River 
4. Sediment Management: Finding the Right Balance 
• Drafted, designed, coordinated review and approval and printed the following eleven fact sheets: 
1. Spring Rise Monitoring 
2. Real Estate Program: Reclaiming Lost Habitat 
3. Gap Analysis: Keeping Recovery on Track 
4. MRRP Main Programs: Putting the Pieces Together 
5. Annual Report: Keeping Recovery on Track 
6. Fish & Wildlife Protection – Key to a Healthy River 
7. Flood Risk Management 
8. Hydropower: River Power to Clean Energy 
9. Missouri River Navigation: From Steamboats to Barges 
10. Water Supply and Water Quality 
11. Recreation (Drafted text) 
• Drafted and finalized year-end stakeholder letter.  Mailed approximately 200 packages containing 
the letter and MRRP collaterals to external stakeholders who participated in an informal survey in 
2008. 
• Revised and formatted the following technical summaries: 
 Adaptive Management 101 
 Gap Analysis 
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Missouri River Ecosystem Restoration Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (Water Resource 
Development Act of 2007, Section 5018 Study)  
 
The Missouri River Ecosystem Restoration Plan (MRERP) is a study effort led by the Corps of Engineers 
(Corps) in partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to develop a plan to mitigate, 
recover, and restore the Missouri River ecosystem.  The MRERP will provide a long-term, focused analysis 
of restoration, mitigation, and recovery needs of the Missouri River for the next 30 to 50 years.  The final 
product of the planning process will be a Record of Decision that identifies the Corps’ plan for 
implementation of MRERP.  As part of the process, the Corps will produce an environmental impact 
statement (EIS) to ensure that the effects on the human environment of restoration activities recommended 
in the plan are analyzed and considered before implementation begins.  The plan will be prepared in 
consultation with other Federal and State agencies, Tribes, and many other basin stakeholders, including 
the Missouri River Recovery and Implementation Committee (MRRIC).  The Water Resources 
Development Act of 2007 (WRDA 2007) provided the directive for the Secretary of the Army to prepare 
the MRERP.  Subsection (a) of Section 5018 of WRDA 2007 directs the Secretary of the Army, in 
consultation with the MRRIC, to conduct a study of the Missouri River and its tributaries to determine 
actions required to:  
 
1. Mitigate losses of aquatic and terrestrial habitat;  
2. Recover federally listed species under the Endangered Species Act; and,  
3. Restore the ecosystem to prevent further declines among other native species. 
 
During 2009, the MRERP Project Delivery Team conducted a wide array of activities.  Primary focus 
centered on preparing and soliciting input on a draft purpose and need statement; conducting the first round 
of formal public scoping meetings; development of the no action alternative; identification of focal natural 
resources; identification of social, cultural, and economic values;  coordination and communication with 
basin Tribes, and coordination with the MRRIC.  The Notice of Intent for the preparation of the EIS as part 
of the MRERP was posted in the Federal Register on Monday, January 26, 2009.  
 
1. Purpose and Need. 
The MRERP-EIS draft purpose and need statements were developed by the MRERP PDT in fiscal year 
(FY) 2007.  The “purpose statement” tells the audience what the Corps intends to accomplish by 
conducting the MRERP-EIS study.  The “need statement” tells the audience why the Corps is conducting 
an ecosystem restoration study of the Missouri River basin.  In FY 2009, input was gathered regarding the 
draft purpose and need statements from the MRRIC, MRERP Cooperating Agency Team (CAT), and basin 
Tribes.  Input was also gathered from the public through formal public scoping.  In FY 2010, all input will 
be analyzed and considered in finalizing the draft MRERP-EIS purpose and need statement. 
 
The draft Purpose and Need Statements, which will be adjusted appropriately following closure of the 
formal scoping period on December 1, 2009, are as follows. 
 
Draft Purpose Statement:  
To determine the actions required to mitigate losses of aquatic and terrestrial habitat; to 
recover federally listed species under the Endangered Species Act; and to restore the 
ecosystem to prevent further declines among other native species, while seeking to 
balance with social, economic, and cultural values for future generations.  
 
Draft Need Statement 
The plan is needed to fully implement the direction received in Subsection (a) of Section 
5018 of the Water Resources Development Act of 2007; and address current trends 
indicating:  
*  diminished natural habitat;  
*  reduced populations of native species and communities; and,  
*  reduced variability of physical processes such as flows, flooding, and 
sediment erosion/deposition.    
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2.  Public Scoping Meetings. 
The Corps and the USFWS, with assistance from cooperating agencies, conducted public scoping meetings 
to gather input on development of the MRERP.  A total of 28 meetings were held in 18 locations in the 
basin.  Presentations, exhibits, and exercises were developed to elicit information related to three key areas, 
including: (1) Social, Cultural, and Economic Values, (2) Purpose, Need, and Natural Resource Issues, and 
(3) Future Visioning Scenarios.  With this information, the Corps and USFWS hope to better understand 
what basin communities value about the river and envision for its future.  Summaries of input gathered at 
the public scoping meetings were posted to www.mrerp.org.  
 
3.  No-Action Alternative. 
Development of the MRERP-EIS no-action alternative began in FY 2009.  The no-action alternative will 
describe current management efforts and their level of intensity for mitigation, recovery, and restoration.  
In 2009, a draft matrix, including similar actions from States, Federal agencies, and Tribes, was prepared.  
The no-action alternative will be finalized in FY 2010 and will serve as a baseline from which to compare 
and measure all other MRERP-EIS alternatives. 
 
4. Focal Natural Resources. 
The MRERP PDT in coordination with the MRERP CAT developed a draft list of Focal Natural Resources 
(FNRs).  FNRs characterize the natural resources and ecological diversity of the Missouri River ecosystem.  
The draft FNRs are currently divided into three groups: terrestrial systems, aquatic systems, and select 
individual species.  The terrestrial and aquatic system FNRs include the natural system types of the 
Missouri River ecosystem.  These system FNRs collectively encompass the full range of biological 
diversity of the Missouri River ecosystem, including the many nested species that reside in and utilize the 
terrestrial and aquatic systems.  The species FNRs are native Missouri River species for which special 
management focus is required because they are rare and have unique requirements or threats that set them 
apart from the terrestrial and aquatic system types in which their habitats are found.   
 
In FY 2010, a full characterization of the FNRs, including an assessment of their life requisites and current 
health, will be conducted.  Eventually, the full assessment of FNRs will inform the development of 
MRERP objectives.  MRERP-EIS alternatives will be aimed at accomplishing these objectives. 
 
5. Social, Cultural, and Economic Values. 
The MRERP PDT began development of a draft list of social, cultural, and economic values for the 
MRERP.  The list will be finalized in early 2010.  This list will eventually be supplemented by other 
identified components of the affected environment.  Each component of the affected environment, 
including the social, cultural, and economic values, will be characterized to an appropriate level of detail.  
Eventually, impacts of the MRERP-EIS alternatives upon each of these resources will be assessed and the 
significance of those impacts may affect further formulation of and selection of alternatives.   
 
The identification and characterization of social, cultural, and economic values is being conducted in 
parallel with the identification and characterization of the FNRs.  An assessment of the relationship 
between focal natural resources and the basin's social, cultural, and economic values will be conducted 
prior to development of MRERP-EIS alternatives. 
  
6. Communication with Tribes. 
In 2009, the Corps sent two sets of invitations, the first to consult with 28 Tribes and the second to consult 
with 29 Tribes.  The first was sent in October 2008, requesting consideration to become a cooperating 
agency during the development of the MRERP-EIS.  The second one, sent in June 2009, extended an 
invitation to Tribes (29) to consult on the purpose and need and scope of the project, identify important 
FNRs, socio-economic and cultural values and discuss their vision of the future scenario of the Missouri 
River. 
 
Other events offering outreach to Tribes on each of the invitations included MRERP CAT meetings, 
informal meetings and discussions with the Tribes, presentations at Tribal events and meetings, and 
MRERP-EIS information mailings.   
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The USACE, USFWS, and other members of the MRERP PDT have attended several workshops and 
conferences (4) where Tribes were in attendance to informally discuss the MRERP-EIS and, when 
requested, conduct a brief presentation on the MRERP-EIS. 
 
Tribal outreach meetings are defined as informal meetings with Tribes where the MRERP-EIS is the main 
topic of discussion.  These types of meetings were scheduled upon request from interested Tribes.  In 2009 
five Tribal outreach meetings were conducted. 
 
7.  MRRIC. 
During FY 2009, MRERP PDT members engaged with MRRIC on the purpose and need statements and 
the socio-economic-cultural values through coordination with the MRERP workgroup and information-
sharing presentations.  An engagement strategy with MRRIC was outlined and approved by consensus 
during 2009.  This strategy will assist the MRERP PDT in providing timely engagement with MRRIC.  The 
engagement strategy will remain a living document.  In early November 2009, MRRIC participated in a 
workshop to help identify the first draft list of social, cultural and economic values (SCE Values) in the 
Missouri River basin for the MRERP-EIS. 
 
8.  Cooperating Agency Team 
The MRERP CAT is a collaborative assemblage of representatives from Federal agencies, States, and 
Tribes that have "jurisdictional authority" or "special expertise" with respect to the preparation of an EIS.   
The MRERP CAT was formed in early FY 2009 and currently consists of 13 Federal agencies, 8 States, 
and 9 Tribes from within the basin.  In addition to participation on the MRERP CAT, the MRERP PDT 
continues to consult, both formally and informally, with each of the 29 Tribes that have current and historic 
ties to the Missouri River basin.   
 
The MRERP CAT has provided input on the draft scope and the purpose and need statements.  They have 
also been instrumental in helping to develop and refine the list of FNRs detailed above.  In FY 2010, the 
MRERP CAT will help to identify experts within their respective Federal agencies/States/Tribes to 
participate on technical teams. 
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status 
Site Managed 
By 
            Missouri 
Department of 
Conservation 
(MDC) 
(easement 
licensed to 
MDC) 
Columbia Bottoms 0-5  4108.15 24-Jun-02 Donated 
St. Louis County, MO   110.65 17-Mar-03 Donated 
    7.19 17-Mar-03 Donated 
            
            Missouri 
Department of 
Natural 
Resources 
(MDNR) 
Confluence Point 1-3 520.691  10-Apr-07 Purchased 
St. Charles County, MO   455 29-Dec-07 Donated 
            
            
Permitted to the 
U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) 
Cora Island 3-8 1238  25-Jun-08 Purchased 
St. Charles County, MO      
            
            
Proposed for 
USFWS 
Berger Bend 91-93 416.23  27-Sep-95 Purchased 
Franklin County, MO  58.16  20-Nov-98 Purchased 
            
            
Proposed for 
USFWS 
Heckman Island 104-108 400  24-Jul-08 Purchased 
Montgomery County, MO  143  24-Jul-08 Purchased 
            
            
Licensed to 
MDC 
Tate Island/Morrison Bend 110-113 403  13-Oct-94 Purchased 
Callaway County, MO  19.41  24-Oct-94 Purchased 
            
            
Proposed for 
USFWS 
Providence Bend 162-168 579  22-Oct-07 Purchased 
Boone County, MO      
            
            
Licensed to 
MDC 
Eagle Bluffs CA 171-176  571.00 13-Nov-00 Donated 
Boone County, MO   211 5-Dec-06 Donated 
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status 
Site Managed 
By 
            
Permitted to 
USFWS.  Use-
Permit Lands 
Owned by USFWS  
Overton Bottoms  1462.87  22-Mar-95 Purchased 
Cooper & Moniteau 
Counties,  292.32  16-Jun-94 Purchased 
MO  332.44  11-Feb-97 Purchased 
  178-188 736.26  8-Jan-96 Purchased 
   205.71  26-Apr-96 Purchased 
   317.4  28-Aug-95 Purchased 
   216.27  26-Jun-95 Purchased 
   14.45  11-Jun-95 Purchased 
   259.5  19-Oct-95 Purchased 
   478.1  17-Nov-95 Purchased 
   251.86  19-Jul-96 Purchased 
   108  26-Apr-96 Purchased 
   35.15  18-Sep-06 Purchased 
   131.3  26-Apr-96 Purchased 
   2.16  26-Apr-96 Purchased 
   192.2  17-Nov-95 Purchased 
   0.52  26-Apr-96 Purchased 
   15.7  29-Oct-99 Purchased 
   75  13-Mar-07 Purchased 
    331.97 28-Oct-99 Use Permit 
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Rocheport Cave 183  23.00 23-Apr-02  Donated 
Boone County, MO      
           
           
Corps 
Cambridge Bend 227-234 168.1  13-Jun-06 Purchased 
Chariton, MO      
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Grand Pass CA 268-271  0.37 16-Dec-91 Donated 
Saline County, MO   4.19 16-Dec-91 Donated 
           
           
Proposed for 
USFWS 
Tamerlane Bend 271-281 390  30-Jun-08 Purchased 
Carroll County, MO  484  10-Sep-09 Purchased 
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
Proposed USFWS 
Bakers Bend 278-290 237  1-Dec-08 Purchased 
Saline County, MO      
            
            
To be permitted to 
USFWS 
Baltimore Bend  297-305 42  18-May-07 Purchased 
Lafayette County, MO  115.16  12-Jun-07 Purchased 
            
            
Managed by MDNR 
Weston Bend State Park 403  12.00 5-Apr-04 Donated 
Platte County, MO      
            
            
Corps 
Kickapoo Island 404-407 244.00  23-Mar-07 Purchased 
Platte County, MO      
            
            
Licensed to Kansas 
Dept of Wildlife and 
Parks (KDWP) 
Dalbey Bottoms 415-419 502  8-Nov-07 Purchased 
Atchison County, KS  1065  16-Oct-07 Purchased 
   30.9  3-Sep-09 Purchased 
           
           
Licensed to KDWP 
Benedictine Bottoms 424-430 1490.85  29-Jan-93 Purchased 
Atchison County, KS  147.82  29-Jan-93 Purchased 
     29-Jan-93 1.4 ac merged into 201 
   472.55  15-Nov-94 Purchased 
           
           
Licensed to KDWP 
Elwood Bottoms 441-450 335.1  31-Jul-06 Purchased 
Doniphan County, KS  485  29-Jun-06 Purchased 
   50  22-Mar-07 Purchased 
   189  22-Aug-07 Purchased 
            
            
MDC (easement to be 
added to MDC 
License) 
Worthwine Island CA 456-460  584.82 4-Sep-01 Donated 
Andrew County, MO      
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
Licensed to MDC 
Monkey Mountain 
Addition 464-466 560.6  21-Aug-03 Purchased 
Holt and Andrew 
Counties, MO  96.11  21-Aug-03 Purchased 
(Jim and Olivia Hare 
Wildlife Area)      
           
           
Licensed to KDWP 
Burr Oak 464-468 152.93  9-Jul-09 Purchased 
Doniphan County, KS      
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Wolf Creek Bend 477-482 503  4-Jun-04 Purchased 
Holt County, MO  205.7  12-Dec-05 Purchased 
   257.8  12-Dec-05 Purchased 
   0.5  11-Jun-09 Purchased 
   9.7  8-Jul-08  Purchased 
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Rush Bottom Bend 498-502 187.95  22-Sep-99 
Transferred to 
KCD from OD 
Holt County, MO  143.88  3-Jun-99 
   111.08  11-Jun-99 
   83.4  22-Sep-99 
   80.3  2-Aug-96 
   386  25-Sep-08 Purchased 
   37.2  5-Aug-96 
Transferred to 
KCD from OD 
   93  12-Sep-96 
   21.49  16-Apr-69 
   5.4  16-Jan-97 
   2.5  31-Dec-96 
   2.5  31-Dec-96 
   42.5  3-Jun-99 
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Thurnau Addition 508-512 293.51  16-Mar-99 Purchased 
Holt County, MO  49.54  18-Feb-00 Purchased 
   634.38  25-Feb-99 Purchased 
   172.5  5-Feb-99 Purchased 
   205.7  25-Aug-00 Purchased 
   16.01  16-Apr-01 Purchased 
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
MDC 
Hemmies Bend/ 
Corning Site 512-517 743.3  29-Jun-01 Purchased 
Holt County, MO  115.5  25-May-06 Purchased 
   214.8  28-Feb-02   Purchased 
   328.86  26-Oct-01 Purchased 
   123.98  24-Jan-02 Purchased 
   250.57  12-Oct-00 Purchased 
   226  21-Jun-02 Purchased 
   46  29-Sep-09 Purchased 
           
           
MDC (easement 
licensed to MDC) 
Deroin Bend 516-521  1081.88 18-Apr-01 Donated 
Atchison & Holt Counties, 
MO      
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Aspinwall Bend 525-530 171.21  12-Sep-06 Purchased 
Atchison County, MO  12  7-Dec-07 Purchased 
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Nishnabotna River 
Mouth 537-546 558.33 1.01 17-Mar-00 Purchased 
Atchison County, MO  725 0.33 30-Oct-98 Purchased 
   500  12-Oct-06 Purchased 
   651  12-Oct-06 Purchased 
           
           
Licensed to MDC 
Lower Hamburg Bend 546-554 940.84  2-Jul-98 Purchased 
Atchison County, MO  370.37  9-Oct-98 Purchased 
  843  29-Aug-96 Purchased 
   111  29-Feb-96 Purchased 
   200  28-Jun-07 Purchased 
       
Total KCD Acres    26,840.12 7,502.56     34,342.68  
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
Will be Nebraska Game 
and Parks Commission 
(NGPG) 
Lincoln Bend/Indian 
Cave 515-517 85.49  20-Jul-09 Donated 
Richardson & Nemaha      
Counties, NE      
            
            
NGPC 
Langdon Bend 528-532 456.66  14-Jul-94 Purchased 
Nemaha County, NE  221.62  30-Dec-93 Purchased 
   242.35  31-Aug-94 Purchased 
   387  9-Oct-03 Purchased 
            
            
NGPC 
Brownsville Bend 534 89.96  30-Jun-08 Donated 
Nemaha County, NE      
            
            
NGPC 
Kansas Bend 544-547 32.03  22-Dec-93 Purchased 
Nemaha County, NE  112.55  21-Dec-93 Purchased 
   110  21-Dec-93 Purchased 
   161.47  6-Jul-95 Purchased 
   244.75  27-Mar-95 Purchased 
   112.22  3-Mar-95 Purchased 
   80.02  2-Apr-99 Purchased 
   116.03  26-Feb-99 Purchased 
   86.89  21-Dec-93 Purchased 
            
            
Iowa Department of 
Natural Resources 
(IDNR) and NGPC 
Hamburg Bend 552-556 9.9  24-Feb-94 Purchased 
Fremont, County, IA &   117.2  25-May-94 Purchased 
Otoe County, NE  1011.74  13-Aug-93 Purchased 
   126.02  13-Sep-93 Purchased 
   279.22  25-May-94 Purchased 
   31.46  25-Feb-04 Purchased 
   103.7  25-Jul-97 Purchased 
   31.66  1-Jul-98 Purchased 
   185.74  22-Dec-95 Purchased 
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
IDNR 
Copeland Bend 565-571 37.54  28-Jun-07 Purchased 
Fremont County, IA  2  31-Aug-95 Purchased 
   40  10-May-96 Purchased 
   18.06  29-Sep-98 Purchased 
   162.01  28-Jun-07 Purchased 
   192.1  12-Mar-99 Purchased 
   55.76  27-Aug-04 Purchased 
   217.57  19-Aug-95 Purchased 
   43.85  10-May-96 Purchased 
   166.06  8-Jul-04 Purchased 
   689.98  22-Jan-07 Purchased 
   84.24  27-May-08 Purchased 
   139.09  25-Jun-01 Purchased 
   7.9  27-Nov-06 Purchased 
   0.1  27-Nov-06 Purchased 
   1.49  27-Nov-06 Purchased 
   122.66  25-Jun-01 Purchased 
   1.48  27-Nov-06 Purchased 
   293.71  25-Jun-01 Purchased 
   22.92  26-Jan-02 Purchased 
   39.47  30-Aug-06 Purchased 
   134.1  23-Mar-09 Purchased 
   11.28  27-May-08 Purchased 
   67.2  27-May-08 Purchased 
            
            
NGPC 
Van Horn's Bend 575-577 533.65  30-Mar-06 Purchased 
Cass County, NE      
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SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
IDNR 
Auldon Bar 577-580 59.39  28-Jun-07 Purchased 
Fremont County, IA  315.24  30-Jun-95 Purchased 
   272.28  28-Aug-98 Purchased 
   471.78  28-Jun-07 Purchased 
   41.91  28-Jun-07 Purchased 
   95.17  23-Mar-09 Purchased 
   66.33    21-Mar-09 Purchased 
            
            
IDNR 
Noddleman Island 583-587 219.15  17-Dec-97 Purchased 
Mills County, IA  719.27  30-Jul-96 Purchased 
   175.3  10-Feb-99 Purchased 
   118  17-Dec-97 Purchased 
            
            
NGPC 
Tobacco Island 586-589 967.66  30-Mar-94 Purchased 
Cass County, NE  5.25  31-Mar-98 Purchased 
   4.61  21-Dec-94 Purchased 
   351.54  10-Dec-98 Purchased 
   62.5  4-May-95 Purchased 
   210  31-Aug-94 Purchased 
   2.07  4-May-95 Purchased 
            
            
NGPC 
Plattsmouth Chute 594-596  284.76 29-May-07 Donated 
Cass County, NE   35.99 8-Aug-08 Donated 
            
            
IDNR 
St. Mary's Island 594-597 273.88  10-Sep-04 Purchased 
Mills County, IA  184.45  27-Mar-09 Purchased 
   212.64  10-Sep-04 Purchased 
   436.11  10-Sep-04 Purchased 
   401.69  8-Sep-04 Purchased 
   496.62  28-Dec-05 Purchased 
   413.85  28-Sep-09 Purchased 
            
 
 C-9 
 
SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
IDNR 
Council Bend 612-617  88.64 28-Dec-06 Donated 
Pottawattamie County, IA      
            
            
IDNR 
California Bend 649-652  420 7-Apr-99 Donated 
Harrison County, IA      
            
            
Will be IDNR 
Tyson Bend 651-653  697.86 24-Mar-09 Donated 
Harrison County, IA      
            
            
UNKNOWN AT THIS 
POINT 
Sandy Point 668-669 251.6  18-Nov-09 Purchased 
Harrison County, IA      
            
            
UNKNOWN AT THIS 
POINT 
Little Sioux 668-669 190.61  18-Nov-09 Purchased  
 Harrison County, IA      
            
            
IDNR 
Lousiville Bend 682-685 32.89  7-Jun-94 Purchased 
Monona County, IA  9.51  7-Jun-94 Purchased 
   41.5  7-Jun-94 Purchased 
    1000.47 20-Sep-93 Donated 
            
            
IDNR 
Middle Decatur Bend 687-689 622  8-Aug-96 Purchased 
Monona County, IA   324.33 20-Jun-00 Donated 
Burt County, NE  86.04  8-Aug-96 Purchased 
   108.38  1-May-97 Purchased 
   60.86  25-Jun-96 Purchased 
            
 
 C-10 
 
SITE/County/State 
River 
Miles 
 Fee 
Acreage  
Public 
Fee/ 
Easement 
Acres 
Date 
Acquired Status Site Managed By 
            
IDNR 
Blackbird Bend 694-697 72.05  19-Nov-97 Purchased 
Monona County, IA  151.15  19-Nov-97 Purchased 
Burt County, NE   799.24 15-Jun-00 Donated  
            
            
IDNR 
Tieville Bend 694-697 1013.75  27-Sep-96 Purchased 
Monona County, IA  91.44  27-Sep-96 Purchased 
Burt County, NE      
            
            
IDNR 
Upper Decatur Bend 694-697  639.58 15-Jun-00 Donated 
Monona County, IA   3.1 6-Jun-03 Purchased 
            
            
CORPS 
Hole-in-the-Rock 706  52 9-Dec-04 Donated 
Thurston County, NE      
            
            
CORPS 
Glover's 711-713  985 15-Nov-04 Donated 
Woodbury County, IA      
            
       
IDNR 
Upper Dakota Bend 722-723 21.4  1-Feb-07 Purchased 
Woodbury County, IA      
            
Total OD Acres  16,849.77 5,330.97     22,180.74 
 
 
